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"NobodyIn Ibis Debate Is Pure"
The Catsk11/s,
the Fishersand Bard College

~

In recent months, a disagreement has emerged between generous benefactors of Bard
College and several Bard alumni regarding the proposed Belleayre Resort in the Catskills,
which the benefactors of concern are partially financing. These Bard alumni have contacted President Botstein and this newspaper in the hope that the college will take some sort
of stance against the project. The Resort would be funded in part by Richard Fisher, the
Bard trustee for whom the Fisher Center is named, and Emily Alexander Fisher, currently the Chair of the Board at Simon's Rock. Ms. Fisher is the principal financier of the project; Mr. Fisher's involvement is smaller, though still substantial. The opposition contends
that the project would devastate the surrounding environment, as well as the quality of
drinking water throughout the state, while the project's proponents argue that carefully
directed investment is the only way to create a sustainable economy in the impoverished
Catskill region.
The proposal for the Resort includes hundreds of hotel rooms and time-share
units, a conference center, several restaurants, and two golf courses. The developers estimate that the project will cost $250 million to complete. If it receives the approval of the
appropriate regulatory agencies-which at this point is very much in doubt-construction
would begin on more than 500 acres of mountainside land located in Shandaken, New York.
The project was recently jeopardized after
New York City's Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) released a report that declared
"[Belleayre] does not embody environmentally sustainable growth ... " Belleayre's developers offered
several alternative plans, which the DEP rejected
because they viewed the alternative plans as hardly more environmentally sound than the original.
Due to existing laws, the project cannot be built
without the approval of the DEP. In an interview,
Richard Fisher made it very clear that the investors
will let due process decide the fate of the project.
Ms. Fisher declined to comment for this article.
The alumni in opposition are essentially
concurring with a plethora of environmental groups,
chiefly represented by the Catskill Preservation
Coalition, an umbrella organization consisting of the
National Defense Council, Riverkeepers, New York Public Interest Research Group
(NYPIRG), the Sierra Club and The Catskill Center for Conservation and Development,
among others. In response to the Belleayre proposal, the Coalition commented that ''the
Bealleayre Project will result in significant and unmitigated adverse environmental
impacts which will have a critical bearing on the future of the Catskill Park, the Towns of
Shandaken and Middletown, the Route 28 Corridor, the central Catskill communities and
the New York City Watershed and Drinking Water Supply."
Fifteen Bard alumni have signed a letter expressing their adamant disapproval
of the project and urging the Bard community, "now synonymous with [the name Fisher]"
to take action. In their letter (which appears on the opposite page), the alumni state, 'We
now worry that the hand that generously built the Fisher Center, will be the same hand
that brings about the ruin of the Catskill State Park."
Richard Fisher does not seem to be altogether concerned with that possible outcome. "I think this is one of those classic issues where both sides have legitimate arguments, and I understand both of them," he said. "I've known families [in the Catskills] that
have lived there for generations that can't earn a living." Mr. Fisher, who has had a house
in the Catskills since the 1970's, sees the large number of politicians who support the project as proof that it has the potential, by providing jobs and sources of income, to significantly benefit the Catskills. If it is officially determined that the benefits would be negated
by the costs, then the project will be never be anything more than a proposal. 'What it
comes down to is that we live in a society in which there are people-who, let's assume
they're responsible-those people have the legitimate rights to influence that project; in
fact, to stop the project. My point of view, let that process work, and if turns out that the
project has to be reduced, then that's the way it should come out," he said.
President Botstein framed the matter as one of "historical redress." As he
explained, New York City destroyed the economic livelihood of the Catskills at the beginning of the twentieth century as it searched for drinkable water sources. "They flooded
whole towns," said the President. Now, a group of socially-conscious, financially successful people are attempting to provide the Catskills with a project that could, through the
tourism industry, alleviate the destitute and downtrodden. "They're not attempting to make
money, they don't need the money. They're trying to use their money in a responsible
way," said Mr. Botstein. It must be noted that Mr. Botstein is in no way authorizing an official Bard endorsement or condemnation of the project, as it does not concern the school's
direct interests.
Mr. Pokoik, class of '99, is a signatory on the letter. Now a resident of the
Catskills, Mr. Pokoik recalled a January town meeting in which a speaker for the developers directly connected the growth of Bard College to the growth of the project: "As an
alumni, I was very disturbed to hear a representative of the developers draw a connection
between the developer, Emily Fisher, and Bard College," said Mr. Pokoik.
According to those who oppose the project, which they derisively dub ''the WalMart in the Wilderness," the environmental repercussions of the project will stem from a
variety of factors, first and foremost the sheer size of it. Michele Spark, a member of
SCRAM (Save Catskills Rivers and Mountains) said that the developers will essentially
have to flatten an entire mountaintop to build their resort. 150,000 truckloads of debris will
be carted off, in addition to the 86,000 mature trees and 189,000 saplings that the government estimates will have to be removed.
''The Catskills provides water to more than 50% of all of New York," said Spark.
Allegedly, the project will contaminate the water with an unmanageable influx of pesticides
and herbicides. The water quality will decline so precipitously, Spark asserts, that a large
uantity of trout will be killed. The DEP's commentary (summary appears at right) seems
o agree with this bleak outlook. The DEP blocked the project on the grounds that it would
ause irreparable damage to the New York City watershed, which the DEP oversees. The
ederal government has essentially concurred with Sparks as well, since it has announced
hat if the project is eventually approved, New York will be mandated to build a $6 billion
ater treatment plant in order to return the state water quality to usable levels.
But those opposed to the Belleayre Resort are worried about more than just the
ater. Upon completion of the project, the population of Shandaken would be doubled,
making the town a textbook example of suburban sprawl. Small businesses would be sufocated by the corporate behemoths on the top of the mountain. The highway leading to
Belleayre, Route 28, is already constantly clogged, and could not sustain the burden of
dditional traffic.
"It would take away what makes the Catskills what they are," said Rob Parani,
Director of Environmental Programs at the Regional Plan Association, another areaMay 14,
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based, environmentally conscious group that is steadfastly against the project. Mr.
Parani's comment captures an underlying sentiment of the opposition-that the havoc
which the Belleayre Resort would wreak upon the Catskills would prove to be catastrophic to the region's near-mythical status in the annals of American natural and art history. In
the eyes of the project's opponents, land that has been essentially untouched will be commercialized to such an unprecedented degree that it will never be the same again. Indeed,
if the project is built it will represent the largest development in the area in over a century. "Do we really need another one of these type of things in this country?" asked Ms.
Spark.
Although the opposition took some satisfaction in the DEP's ruling, their fight is
far from over. They think that the developers' pockets are too deep for them to just give
up. And as a matter of fact, the investors are in no way giving up. Dean Gitter, the public
face of the Belleayre Resort proposal, issued a statement in response to the DEP's decision, in whlch he asserted that, by its action, the DEP "threatens the future livelihoods and
standard of living of every working family the region." Mr. Gitter's argument has largely
centered on the notion that the project will revitalize the economy by providing muchneeded jobs and bringing in outside sources of wealth. He has pointed to several studies that confirm this. Detractors who claim that the
project will damage the environment are merely misguided; in fact, Mr.
Gitter believes that the project is actually a model of "environmentallyresponsible development." As he explained to the Poughkeepsie
Journal, "We're also concerned about what I might call an endangered
species-the native population of the Catskills."
Professor Joel Kovel envisions a post-Resort future for the
Catskills that the developers will be in no rush to promote: ''The economic benefits Gitter alleges amount to a one-shot infusion of a lot of
money which will be raked off by contractors and unions from remote
areas," he wrote in an e-mail. ''The long-term effects are to introduce
mainly miserable low-end jobs and sharpen class differences, with a
heavy dose of wealthy patrons for the high-end condos and a mass of
poor service workers below. The net flow of wealth is almost surely out
of the community, which will undergo various kinds of social disintegration, including drugs, crime, etc--and of course, a heightened police
presence to control this. Ultimately, these kinds of touristic economies,
especially if gambling is introduced, as will almost surely be the case,
are the very opposite of healthy community development, which is grounded in
autonomous and locally controlled production."
Ms. Fisher has publicly taken Mr. Gitter's line in expressing her belief that the
project will not damage the environment, and an on the contrary, promote healthy economic growth. To Mr. Pokoik and Ms. Spark, Ms. Fisher's support for the project appears
highly inconsistent because she has made a career of financially supporting environmental causes. She is a board member of the Museum of Natural History, and was previously viewed as a good friend of environmentally friendly causes. Mr. Pokoik wants to know
how Ms. Fisher can reconcile this project with her previous philanthropic causes.
President Botstein said that rather than being treated as would-be devastators of
the environment, the Fishers ought to be admired for their generous philanthropic work.
He is a friend to both of them, and proud of it. The Fishers have donated money to numerous liberal causes for years, said Mr. Botstein. To now assume that the same people who
have championed the environment for ages are capable of intentionally trying to ruin it
smacks of a sort of character assassination.
"You call someone a name-that's a tactic related to fascism," said Mr. Botstein.
"The kind of accusatory tone, which the right wing has specialized in, shouldn't be imitated by the left." President Botstein did not respond to the letter sent to him by the alumni,
because he believed the alumni had the wrong approach. If they had presented him with
a carefully reasoned argument that gave equal balance to both sides, he might have been
more inclined to respond, for he does see problems with the project. "It does, on the face
of it, appear, unreasonable."
However, Mr. Botstein believes that the alumni seem to have closed off the possibility that there is more to the project than its environmental affects. "Protecting the environment doesn't mean no growth, no change," said the President. "Reasonable people
may disagree," he mused. "The death of democracy is the inability of individuals to understand someone who disagrees with them."
In a democracy, citizens are granted the right to speak out on behalf of their interests. According to Mr. Pokoik and Ms. Spark, the citizens in the community that would be
affected by the Belleayre Resort do not seem to be buying the developer's purported good
intentions. According to Mr. Pokoik, at a recent community hearing he attended on the
issue, nearly every person in attendance voiced their condemnation of the project. While
speaking at a public hearing, Mr. Gitter responded to one opponent's sign that read "Save
The Catskills!" by asking "Save the Catskills from who?" At that point, a member of the
crowd shouted, "From you, sir!"
Mr. Gitter's reputation for proposing grand yet unfeasible business projects may
proceed him. A New York Times article, dated February 8th 2004 and titled "A Boon for
the Catskills, or Something In The Water?" describes Mr. Gitter as having "been involved
in several big projects outside the Catskills that were never built." Apparently, Mr. Gitter
tried to construct an enormous $500 million China-United States trade center in the
1980's. When the plan was made public, the community denounced it, and despite Mr.
Gitter's attempts to propose different locations, the project never got off the ground.
Yet in this case, Mr. Gitter is not merely an outsider invading another community for the
purpose of profit. As he has frequently mentioned in public settings, Mr. Gitter has been a
resident of the Catskills for 34 years. In his time as a resident, he has owned two businesses and served on the Shandaken Planning Board. The Bergen Record, the hometown newspaper of this reporter, attributed the "resurgence" of the Catskills to his, along
with Emily Fisher's, business efforts.
Despite Mr. Gitter's prominent position in the community, Ulster Publishing,
which publishes six major New York newspapers (including the Woodstock and
Saugerties Times), has taken an editorial stance against Belleayre. The editorial, which
appeared in February, reads: 'We believe the Belleayre Resort is not a suitable project for
this area, home to a watershed that provides our resources as well as New York City's.
We believe the overblown project is not pivotal for our economic development and that it
does not reflect the area's culture, nor will it do anything to enhance the culture of the
area."
What the future holds for the Belleayre Resort is anyone's guess. It seems certain that if the regulatory agencies ultimately decide to withhold approval, the developers
will be content to abandon the project. On the same note, the opposition will probably not
rest until the project dies. "Nobody in this debate is pur~," said President Botstein. "Many
people with good intentions have supported wrong ideas."
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Gatski/ Park Under Siege: "Forever Wild" Becomes "Forever Ruined" At Hands of Fishers
s Alumni we are proud of the role Bard College plays in the cultural and artistic heritage of the Hudson Valley and Catskill Mountain Region. The 1oots of this heritage began wit
homas Cole and the Hudson River School of Painting and the developmentof Woodstock as an artist colony. Presently,the Fisher Centerfor ttie Performing Arts deepens an
ontinues this tradition, which is alive in many ways on the campus of Bard College. However,we now worry that the hand that generouslybuilt tt)e Fisher Center. will be the sam
and that brings about the ruin of the Fisher Center. .,,.
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Membersof the Bard Communitymust respondto the threat of our beloved wil.demessnext door, the Catskill State Park. Ele_venenvironmentafgroups, including the Sierr
lub, Riverkeepersand the National A,~sourc~~Deterse C?uncll, have}~ome,_outsi{<mgty
against the proposed Bellefyre Mountain meigagolf de\f~lopmeint.Along ~h NYC-DEP,
h,ch manages the NYCwatershed; thi~ coal1t1onfears.for the damage,on the environmen~.The size of ,177 Wat-Mart$placed end,to-end, this resort willcause th~ demise of th
armony between man and nature that has evolved over the last 100 years.
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Catskill Park,along with the Adirondack Park, is one of the first two parks dedicated as "Fore.verWilcf' in thts country.Today,the pressures ofdevelopment are tremendous.
he Catskills,celebrating its 100th birthdaythis year, is one of the fell! i.ptaotwilderness havens in1heworJd.'C;urrentfy,B~lleayre Mountafnis a pop°i'.Jlar
_sitefor_skiing and has excel
ent hiking trails. Furthermore,fhe water 1h<ltflows off this mountain goes straight into NYCdrinking,.wa!er'.Over on!fJ:iundretjb1.1ilding~.
parking l9ts}and two 18 hole.golf course
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e planned. Thi~ res_ortwould add ~},0.)(fbre~ o_fp~sticides apd l'ler-!?icicfe:s
, Emily F1sh~r7A1ex~nder,
cha\;,m!inof ilia-~~~- of Simon's Bf!ctan<,tformefm;stee of ~ard;0ancf
~!chard Ffsher,
are the prtmaryfinancial partners'of the Belleayre mega
Is an 11vowedenvt9nmentalist {st..ippoJ1er
of the Berkshire NatureConservancy,on the Board of the Museumof. Natural History).How can they,
evelopment Ms. F1sher•Alexander_
s representativesof Bard, possibly promote the oestruction of the CatskiHWilderness? : ''..
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The name-Fi~t,er,now synonymous.with bar~, wjll go dowr:i)nhistory as
the ruinationof the CatskilJMountainWilde;ness. The Bard community must challengeth
Fisher's disgraceful position in the Belleayre "Wal-Martin the Wildemess,"Jake action'and writ~ to the-Board of Tru~teescare of President Botstein...
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The Belleayre Resort Project - A Top-Down Plan
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ope Goes Canon Crazy!

IBy:RebeccaGiusti

Do You Want To Be A Saint When You Grow Up?
Anyone who knows anything about Catholicism knows that Saints are very open to the poor people of her area who were ignored by society. After she died on
important religious figures. They heal illnesses, fix problems and do a number of other December 24th 1865, the Vatican declared that, in her dedication to recreating the values
cool favors, in exchange for devoted prayer, as well as worship to the holy relic at the of the holy family of Nazareth and embracing impoverished and neglected children, Paola
nearest Cathedral. While many people may think that no one is canonized (declared a was a strong woman who had modeled her life after Jesus Christ.
saint) anymore, the fact is that a few people every year are designated by the Vatican to
Jose Manyanet y Vives is the third person being canonized this year. He was
be worthy of sainthood. This May 16th, the pope will canonize six worthy people at the born in 1833 in Lleida, Spain and is credited with dedicating his life to ensuring that every
Vatican.
family "imitated and blessed the sacred family of Nazareth." After attending secondary
Now, saints back in the day were some pretty amazing people-take Saint school, he entered the seminary and became a priest in 1859. Following twelve years of
Francis of Assisi for example. He was born in Assisi, Umbria, Italy in 1181. When he was service to the bishop as a butler, librarian, and secretary, Manyanet was called by God to
a teenager, _hewas a rebel, always picking fights in the streets. One day, he was arrest- found two religious congregations: The Children of the Sacred Family Jesus, Maria, and
ed and when he was in prison, he received a message from Christ, reportedly telling him Joseph in 1864 and Missionary Daughters of the Sacred Family of Nazareth. Both of
to leave his worldly life and spend the rest of his years in service to God. Saint Francis these groups were dedicated to the preservation of the Christian f§imily. With funds coldecided then that he would model his life after Jesus Christ. He dressed in rags, begged lected through the congregation, Manyanet opened several schools, factories, and other
for his food and traveled from town to town, preaching purity and peace. He viewed community centers throughout Spain. He also wrote a number of books including The
everyone he met as his brother or sister and extended his message of brotherhood into Precious Jewel of Family, a Catholic's guide to marriage and raising children. After sufferthe founding of the Franciscan monastery in 1212. Assisi continued to direct the ing a nuber of serious illnesses, Manyanet died on December 17, 1901 in Barcelona. His
Franciscans through 1221, and in his spare time, he wrote hymns and poetry dedicated final words were reported to be "Jesus, Joseph, and Maria, when I die you will receive my
to God and nature, lived with animals, cared for lepers, cleaned churches, and sent food soul."
to thieves. One day, in 1224, he was praying in the mountains and he received the stigThe fourth new saint is Anibal Maria de Francia, born in 1851 in Messina, Italy.
mata. These are the marks of the wounds in the hands and feet received by Christ dur- At the age of seventeen, he felt the call of God and decided to dedicate his life in His serving the crucifixion. If you are really special, God will give you these marks too. After ice, and was declared a priest in 1878. One day, Anibal encountered a blind beggar and
receiving the stigmata, Assisi was considered to be so holy that he was the counterpart was suddenly aware of the plight of the impoverished people residing just outside the city
_
•
.
.. of Messina. He went live in the ghetto and dedicated himself entireof Beelzebub (a.k.a. the Prince of Filth); and so he spent the _
remaining years of his life exorcising demons from pos- •-~~;;:dm:Jf@tff:~.dm.Jt·
·· ly to the redemption of its inhabitants. In 1882, he also opened a
sessed people until his death in 1226. Unbelievable? Well,
number of orphanages throughout Italy and began to stress the
maybe it is easy for us to excuse the unbelievable nature of
importance of prayer as a means of showing rever-ence to God and
Saint Francis' life; after all, it did happen about 800 years
spreading His word. He also founded two congregations, The
ago. But we never hear about people who do these sorts of
Daughters of Divine Zeal in 1887 and The Rogationists in 1897. Up
things now. So what is a modern saint like? For those of
until his death in 1927 he also worked at compiling and publishing a
you thinking "Hey, I want to be a saint when I grow up!" here
periodical, "God and Neighbor," that was distributed throughout Italy,
is a brief description of how a person is declared a saint and-.
explaining his mission and encouraging wealthy people to become
the biographies of the six people being canonized this year.
involved in helping the poor.
In order to become a saint, a person must have
Luigi Orione, the fifth candidate for canonization, was born in
lived a life of almost perfect virtue. Once a person is nomi1872 in Pontecurone, Italy. While still in the seminary, he opened an
nated as a candidate for sainthood, the process of review
Oratory for Christian training in 1892 and a boarding school for poor
can take decades or even centuries to complete. The five
boys in 1893. In 1895, he became a priest and continued his work
steps to canonization are: 1.) A local bishop reviews the canwith the poor. He was extremely interested in modernizing the
· ''Catholic Church and wrote on many subjects, including the freedom
didate's life for evidence of heroic and virtuous deeds. He
'\I
❖ and unity of Ch_urch,socialism, and the e~angelization of in_dustrial
then sends the findings to the Vatican. 2.) A panel of theologians and cardinals evaluate the statements made by the
,
t-lJ~ ~ . .; ,
. tr¥, , ,<if workers. Following World War One, he built a number of reh~f cen.'.:t\iters and shelters for the homeless and wounded. In the winter of
local bishop. 3.) If this panel approves of the candidate, the
»f'
· •·· 1940, he died of heart failure while preaching to a group of young
pope declares that the person is venerable, or a role model
•·•·
of Catholic virtues. 4.) After being declared venerable, the next step is for the candidate men. His body was exhumed in 1965 and is now open for veneration in the shrine of Our
to be beatified. Beatification means that the person must be shown capable of a posthu- Lady of Safe Keeping in Tortona, Italy.
mous miracle. 5.) Finally, it must be shown that the person has performed a second
The last, most popular, and most controversial person being canonized this year
posthumous miracle. If there is significant evidence that a second miracle was performed, is Gianna Beretta Molla, who was born in Milan in 1922. After attending medical school,
the person is canonized. Now let's take a look at this year's newly canonized.
she opened her own practice in Milan in 1950 and specialized in pediatrics. Gianna was
Keeping in mind "that to become a saint you have to be dead, we will start with married in 1955 and gave birth to two children. In 1961, while she was in the second
the oldest person being canonized this year, who died in 1858. His name was Nimatullah month of pregnancy with her third child, Gianna became very ill and doctors determined
AI-Hardini. AI-Hardini was born in 1808 in Lebanon. After graduating from the convent that she had a large fibrous tumor in her uterus. She would not allow them to operate, as
school in 1822, he worked as a bookbinder until 1833 when he entered the priesthood. it would kill her unborn child, and so she spent the remaining seven months of the pregHe lived a very holy life, prayed and meditated constantly, and lived his monastic vows of nancy in excruciating pain. Two days before she delivered the baby, Gianna told doctors,
"chastity, obedience, and poverty" to perfection. He became ill during the winter of 1958 "If you must decide between me and the child, so not hesistate: choose the child-I insist
and died in December 14th with an image of the Virgin Mary between his hands. on it." On April 21, 1962, her daughter was born. Unfortunately, despite all the doctors'
Supposedly, his last words were "Virgin Mary, oh, between your hands I put my heart." efforts, Gianna died a week later on April 28th. The pope hailed Gianna's act as a "conPeople who were nearby at the time of his death claimed that a "celestial light" and "aro- scious immolation," which exemplified the Church's dedication to "preserving the family''
matic odor" entered his room and stayed there for several days.
and condemning abortion at any cost.
The next saint of 2004 is Paola Elisabetta Cerioli. She was born in 1816 in Italy
Once a person is canonized, he or she is recommended to the entirety of the
to wealthy Christian landowners. Paola's mother was very religious and made sure that Catholic Church for veneration. Usually, the person is designated as a special protector
her daughter understood that many people in the nearby villages were suffering from or guardian over a certain group of people or curer of a certain illness. For example, Saint
poverty. Paola attended school until she was 19 at which time she was married to a 58- Francis of Assisi is the patron saint of animals, merchants and ecology. It is still unclear
year-old Count. She gave birth to four children, three of whom died at birth. The other what these six newly canonized people will be guardian of; they simply join the ranks of
died at age 16 and her husband followed shortly thereafter, leaving her with a significant the other 3,000 or so saints available for the faithful to pray to.
inheritance. Paola used her money to open a home for abandoned girls and founded a
school, The Institute of the Holy Family, in 1857. In 1863, she donated a large piece of
property for the construction of another home and school for boys. Her door was always
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What Is A PAD Site And Is BardOne?
IBy:PhinnMarkson
Yup, Bard is a PAD site. PAD stands for Public
ered, the percentage chance of his or her survival dramatiAccess to Defibrillation. So what does that mean and··
cally increases. So where are these AED things? The gym
what the hell is defibrillafion?
has two and Bard EMS has two. Hopefully, the Performing
• Arts center will get two as well. Now you're probably wonHave you ever watched E.R. or any hospital
movie? When someone says, "shit, they've coded" or
.H- ....
deringwhat's your role in all of this. Obviously,if you stum"get the cart, we need to shock them," or more notoriousble across someone with no pulse who is not breathing, call
ly, "CLEAR!!!" they are talking about a defibrillator (AED).
EMS right away, or better yet tell someone else to call while
Those little paddles that shock people-that's an AED
you stay with the patient. Even if you have never been
and that's what is on campus.
trained in CPR, it's always better for one person to stay with
A PAD site means that the public, or technicalthe patient and someone else to go call EMS.
ly speaking, 'layperson', has access to these shocky
There are many possible scenarios that I could give
thingy's regardless of prior training in CPR or AED. Don't
" you in which you might end up being the person who uses
worry, you're not gonna kill someone with it. They are
an AED, but in the interest of space you'll just have to trust
ully automated and will not shock anyone who isn't supme on that one. Always err on the side of caution. because
posed to be shocked. The AED is so automated that
you just might save someone's life, while the worst case
side from the three part directions that are shown in piescenario is-that you attach the AED to someone who doesures the device actually talks you through ii. The pien't need it, in which case the computer voice will say that
ures tell you where to place the two pads and walks you
"no shock is advised. "Then you at least you know the perhrough the entire process as it analyzes the patient'
son that you stumbled across is not as bad off as you
heart rhythm until it makes a determination weather a
though they were. But, wouldn't it be cool to someday tell
hock is appropriate or not.
your grandchildren, or cat (what ever is your preference),
There are only two shockable heart rhymes for
your story about the day you were walking through the gym
n AED. The first is ventricular tachycardia (V-Tach) and
in college and stumbled over somebody in cardiac arrest
he second is ventricular fibrillation (V-Fib) if the patientL..;....;..;;....
.....;....___
;....__ ....,;....__ ;...._...;;._ .....__ _.and how you sent your friend to call EMS while using an
oes not have either of these two rhythms, then the AED will not deliver a shock to the AED and delivering an electrical shock that saved their life?
atient. Enough of the science stuff, right? So why are these so important? Because if
omeone goes into cardiac arrest, the earlier CPR begins and if necessary a shock deliv-
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Nobody will be surprised to learn that the Old Gym's future is uncertain at best. The
venerable building-home of countless parties and dances as well as many student
groups and the headquarters for security-is being evaluated by an architect for structural soundness, and nearly everyone assumes that major renovations will be needed. But
equally universal is the recognition that the Old Gym holds a unique place in the Bard
community that will never be !July replaced. "It's a mentor and a teacher," said Ken
Cooper, director of Security. What exactly its hallowed walls have been teaching however, is the subject of a debate that concerns the definition of "student space" and the future
of Bard as a whole.
There is a more immediate question however, which is where to hold concerts and
dances if the Old Gym is torn down. Rumors have been flying suggesting that when students return next fall they will be met by a campus without any adequate space for events.
How long will the building be around? "It probably won't be knocked down for another
year, possibly two," said Cooper. But just because the building is still standing doesn't
mean it will be in use. Jim Brudvig, Vice President for Administration is reluctant to say
that the building will be open for dances in the fall. "The possibility exists that when students come back the Old Gym will be closed."
So where will events be held? The idea of hardcore concerts in the Campus Center
MPR is widely considered unacceptable both by students and the administration. "The
MPR wasn't meant to hold those kinds of dances," said Brudvig. Exactly what will replace
the Old Gym has not been determined, though several options have been floated. Last
year, a studenVadministratio.n group sat down to discuss what a New Old Gym should
look like. The plans that were drawn up as a result of those meetings show a student
activities center to be built at the soccer field, near the photography studio. But an elaborate building would take time to construct and if the Old Gym is clo.sed this summer, a
replacement would be wanted as soon as possible.
"I can build a shed a lot sooner than a great building," said Brudvig. The idea of constructing a simple, temporary building to host dances until the new activities center is also
being discussed.
All of these plans, including the eventual fate of the Old Gym, are still in the formative stages however. "I don't think anyone knows what's going to happen to the Old Gym.
Not Leon, not anybody," said Cooper. Brudvig believes this is only the beginning of a
process that will profoundly impact the life of the campus. He says that students must
play an active part in deciding the future of student activities. ''What has to happen is college administrators sitting down with students," he said.
The issue of student-administration communication is also foremost in the mind of
student Lola Pierson, who is organizing a working group to protect the Old Gym and
ensure that there is a student-run space on campus (anyone interested should contact her
at 757-5704 or lp867@bard.edu) She is concerned that vital decisions will be made without fully consulting students. Though Brudvig asserts that should it become clear during
the summer that the Old Gym will be closed, he will consult elected student
Leaders, such as those on the Student ·ufe Committee, to decide on the next move,
Pierson and others question whether that process will really reflect the needs of all students: "The planning committee doesn't meet in the Old Gym. There are other student

groups that are more involved and we don't have a say."
Katie Jacoby, who helps organize the Root Cellar, points out that there was also a time
last year when it looked like the Old Gym would be closed and "no one who actually works
there was told." One idea that Brudvig proposed to engage students in the decision-making process was that news of the Old Gym would be placed on the Bard web site over the
summer. In this way, students could keep abreast of developments. There would also be
an opportunity for students to make comments on the same web site.
One area of contention is the idea of the Old Gym as a student-run space. To
Pierson, Jacoby and many other students, this is what is special about the Old Gym.
"Band's come through here on tour and say, 'Oh my God! You guys are so lucky!'" No
other school has a place like this," she said.
But what is positive about the Old Gym is seen as negative by others. Allen Josey,
Director of Student Life, points out that every time someone wants to project a movie in
the Old Gym, they have to white-out a large piece of the graffiti-covered wall and that the
college must pay for the cost of the upkeep. ''What's ironic is that students who work in
campaigns for Service Master employees know who is trashing the building and making
the custodians work harder and they let it go on." Cooper was somewhat more blunt: "The
Old Gym has been treated like a bar bathroom. They don't think its vandalism but we do."
Josey and Cooper would like to see more oversight in any Old Gym replacement.
Perhaps, as in the Campus Cenrer, there would always be a student paid to watch the
goings-on and prevent any vandalism.
While recognizing the need to prevent wanton destruction, Pierson and Jacoby
believe that additional oversight would be a mistake. ''There is a reason that the center
of campus is the Old Gym and not the Campus Center," said Pierson. "If we can't decorate it with things that aren't from IKEA, what's the point of having a 'student space?'"
Jacoby also defends the idea of a place over which students have more control: ''There
is a sub-culture at Bard that is being erased," said Jacoby. "It's the only place where kids
can go and hang out that isn't run by Chartwell's." She also disputes the idea
that students do nothing to help with the Old Gym's upkeep. "Kids have worked for free
on repairs. Red Room funds have gone to repairs."
Jacoby sees the Old Gym as a place where the DIV ethic can achieve realization.
She believes that one of the reasons the building saw so much destruction in the last few
years is that students thought it was going to be torn down anyway. According to her, if
students truly feel that they have a stake in the Old Gym they will refrain from useless vandalism. "When kids who are involved in things like the Root Cellar or the Red Room see
others messing things up, they stop them. We can be destructive. But we can also be
incredibly constructive."
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The Plague of the Endocrine System
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itive correlation was found between the amount of PCB contamination and altered levels
The pollution that has burdened the Hudson River since the start of human activity of estrogen and testosterone in the blood of bass and carp. The presence of vitellogenin,
became particularly exacerbated between 1947 and 1977. During these years, General an egg protein, in male fish plasma also functions as an indicator of exposure to endocrine
Electric dumped approximately 200,000 to 1.3 million pounds of polychlorinated biphenyls disruptors. In the Hudson River at Lake Luzerne, male fish exhibited this egg protein.
Other sites in the river are host
(PBCs) into the waters of the Hudson.
to female fish with lowered levThese industrial chemicals belong to a
els of vitellogenin, indicating an
certain class of pollutants known as
interference with egg yolk proendocrine disruptors, as they are
duction. This study establishes
shown to interfere with hormonal
the presence of PCBs and
processes in human and animal bodother endocrine disruptors in
ies. Current evidence points to high
the bodies of Hudson River
levels of PCBs in the sediments, water,
fish.
and wildlife of the Hudson River.
Strong evidence of the
Included in the effects of these chemidanger of endocrine disruption
cals in exposed animals is reproductive
is in the example of fish-eating
and developmental disorders, male
animals. After minks eat fish
feminization, and altered biochemical
containing the average level of
processes.
PCBs for an Upper Hudson
An endocrine disruptor works
River fish, the animals suffer
by mimicking natural hormones in the
reduced reproduction, offspring
body and sending fake signals, which
survival, and body weight of the
block the real hormonal messages of
young. If eating the Hudson
the endocrine systems.
As the
River fish poses such a risk to
endocrine system regulates the behavsmall animals such as the mink,
ior, growth, and reproduction of the
it is logical to suppose substanorganism, the interference of endocrine
tial risk to humans who eat fish
disruptors may result in abnormal sexfrom this river.
ual development, reproductive disorGeneral Electric plant
ders, and other deficiencies in wildlife
sites continue to leach PCBs
and humans exposed to these cominto the waters of the Hudson
pounds.
Recently, scientists have
River. The dredging cleanup
detected the possibility that excreted
that the EPA planned for 200
estrogen from birth control pills has
has been delayed for a year, as
entered into the circulation of Hudson
River biota. Besides PCBs and birth control pills, Estrogenic compounds also leak into General Electric still refuses to finance the operation. The company employs massiv
commercial campaigns to spread the message that dredging of the contaminated sites o
the Hudson River from household detergents, plastics, and pesticides.
The National Water Quality Assessment Program conducted an investigation the Hudson is unnecessary. GE spokesman, Mark Behan has stated that 'there is n
into endocrine disruption in the Hudson River Basin in 1995. The study revealed high credible evidence that PCBs in the Hudson River pose a risk to people or wildlife,' whil
concentrations of endocrine disruptors in fish tissue at known contamination sites. A pos- the EPA warns of ecological and public health dangers.
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BardSecuritySlaysMonsters IBy:

Laura Bomyea

I

'The Egger" Gets Away

Gilbert Baker is a small man. Gilbert Baker has a keen eye and a finely tuned sense
of smell. In fact, Gilbert Baker can smell a High School student from blocks away, and
he uses his sniffer for other things too. Gilbert Baker is a small time movie star. Gilbert
Baker was in Nam. Gilbert Baker works for Bard Security.
Friday, April 20, 2004, 9:33 pm Spring Fling Weekend, I arrived at Base-the
Bard Security Emergency Dispatcher's Office. Shortly after my arrival, I was offered a
bit of chocolate and a chance to ride with Gilbert Baker. Matt Moore, the Charge-ofShift Officer that evening, nodded to me, he nodded to Gilbert, and he nodded to the
chocolate bar Security Officer Isidora Skular offered us. I eyed the torn photograph on
the bulletin board-Gilbert stood grinning in front of a huge poster of Officer Barney
Fife. I was thrilled. I really wanted a Ritz cracker.
This was to be my second Observer-sponsored ride-along with Bard Security.
In case you missed the last article, I spent seven hours riding with the intrepid Officer
Don Lown. That evening was perilous and adventure-filled, and it made an article
amusing enough to elicit at least a chuckle from my esteemed editors, or at least that's
what they said. But the long and short of it was, nothing happened.
So here I was, Spring Fling weekend. The weekend when everyone gets wild
and crazy and Security gets called a lot. Gilbert Baker was behind the wheel armed
with a cigarette and his astonishing olfactory abilities, the radio was tuned to 97.?FM,
the noisy Security Jeep was filled with the sounds of "Don't Go Breakin' My Heart," and
I was angling my StenoBook to catch the light from the street lamps we passed by. I
felt something. Deep in my liver, I felt something. And that something was ... well ... that
something was that something which was going to happen. Something big and exciting was going to happen this lime and yours truly was going to be right there to witness
it, all in the name of quality journalism.
Gilbert and I were discussing the peril of parking lots when he spotted a group
of young boys looming in the darkness. His thin figure stiffened and he grew quiet. The
hair on the back of his neck bristled. I gulped. My palms were sweaty. I clicked my
pen. Gilbert accelerated, parked and dismounted, slamming the door of our fiery white
steed with such force my ears popped. I hurried after him, scribbling incoherent notes
in the dark, cursing my short legs and sagging pants.
His speed was amazing. He wielded a heavy black Maglite, waving a bar of
light at the rowdy miscreants and growling comments to me out the side of his clenched
jaw. The closer we got to the shady reprobates, the more
aware I became of my own situation. In addition to his gigantic flashlight, Gilbert had all manner of fancy things that, in a
pinch, he could've used to protect himself. I had a pen, a pad
of paper and a hair ribbon. In a heated moment, I could draw
funny pictures to distract evildoers or wave the ribbon menacingly. At best, I could give them a nasty paper cut. I gulped
and tried my best to convince myself Gilbert could take them.
I would like to say I performed nobly in the face of
such terrifying trespassers. It would be nice to say that Gilbert
took on three or four of them, while I took care of a couple
more. But mostly I just stood at a safe distance behind
Gilbert, who had suddenly taken on an astonishingly intimidating stature despite the boys' obvious height advantage.
The most vocal of their pack approached Gilbert. He tried to
speak but his voice faltered. I could smell the fear in his gym
socks. They were no match for Gilbert Baker. Gilbert went to
Nam, after all.
Gilbert has been working for Bard Security for 10
years this July. Before coming to Bard, he did contract work
with Allied Security in Albany for 8 years. Gilbert's all about
keeping people safe. He's not only brave, Gilbert is also wise.
Walking by Wolff and Obreshkove, Gilbert enlightened me a
bit. He pointed to the dorms on the end of the quad, explaining that they looked a lot like toasters. "I call these the Old
Toasters," he said, "and these are newer- " he pointed to
Leonard "I call them the New Toasters." We were walking
past all of these buildings, checking to see if anyone had "scotched" the doors open,
which is a big fat security no-no. In front of Bourne, Gilbert stopped, turned and looked
at me earnestly. "You know," he said, with an air of wisdomosity, "beli~ve it or not, when
I walk by these buildings I'm not just checking the doors, I'm also looking on the roof."
I nodded at him, regarding his serious face with all of the reverence and awe I could
manage.
When we reached the "Old Toasters," he explained that over the summer they
would be installing card swipe locks instead of the obsolete metal key locks there now.
I nodded again, feeling a little dizzy from so much nodding. In a display of sheer brute
force, Gilbert wrestled Steinway's outdoor cigarette receptacle to the ground. Dusting
off his security digs and puffing up his chest, Gilbert gave the ashtray one last sneer
and we moved on to Tewksbury.
It was in the Tewksbury common room that Gilbert revealed to me his most
memorable talent-his sense of smell. "Three things are important in dorms like this,"
he said, tangling with a recycling bin lid on the floor, "seein', hearin' and smellin' ...
seein' is for anything unusual. ..smellin' is for fire ...marijuana if visable ...they've had
smoke fires in here ...it gets smellin', you know...your nose is most important when you
come into a dorm." We sniffed our way out into the hall, where Gilbert whipped open
a particularly ominous looking bathroom door. It was clear. Next, we smelled our way
upstairs, just to check on things, you know. We did have to lay down the law a little,
and by we, I mean Gilbert. and by having to lay down the law a little, I mean that we
had to yell al a non-Tewksbury resident for yanking open the locked front door. Other
than that, all was well in slightly smoky Tewks.
On our way out Gilbert anticipated that the outside stairwell door would be
"scotched." "Right there to your left there, I bet that's open ..." we looked, ii wasn't,
"well, they fooled me this time," Gilbert chuckled. I got the impression Gilbert is not a
man that is easily and frequently fooled. In the campus center, checking in with
Security Officer Jim Geskie, Gilbert watched for people drinking alcohol inside. I half
expected him to pull the Barney Fife Peter Piper Nose-Pinching Test For Drunks, but
he didn't. He did, however, spot a man leading a dog through the hallways. "He's not
advised to have that in here," he said quietly. He nodded at me, he nodded at Jim, he
nodded at the man with his little dog. He let him go. He bought me a bottle of water
and took a cigarette break.
Total number of calls we responded to: 0
Total number of cigarettes Gilbert smoked: 4
Since Gilbert's shift was the 3:00pm - 11:00pm shift, I thought things would
pick up on the next shift. We returned to base and I highlighted some of the evening's
events to a group of people in the Security Office while Robert Ploss, Charge-of-Shift
for the evening, tried to figure out who to send me with next. The offi~ers on duty congregated in the back office with the·door closed. They must've been taking my assign-

men! very seriously indeed. Dispatcher Lisa Osban and I finally invaded their boysonly club. We were stealthy. We caught them by surprise. We opened the door.
We must have given them just enough time to put away their master plans to
take over Tivoli because as the door swung open they were innocently collecting their
radios, clipboards and keys. Some of them smiled, a couple sheepishly, and they nodded at me. I couldn't help it. I clicked my pen. Robert introduced me to the officer I
was to ride with-Paul Genthner.
Paul Genthner is a tall man. He is taller than I am. He is taller than Gilbert
Baker. He wasn't in Nam, but he has been to Lake George, which is almost the same
but not really. Nothing much seems to ruffle his feathers. Paul doesn't really have an
abnormally keen sense of smell, but I think that's probably okay. Paul does have two
senses, however, that I was particularly impressed with. Paul has a sense of chivalry.
I lost count of how many doors were held open for me. A couple times, I tried to get to
a door first, so I could open it. Most of the time, Paul beat me to it. And Paul has a
sense of humor.
Our assignment was Walking North. So the first thing we did was go North,
to Cruger Village. In New Cruger Hall, we noticed that the laundry room door was
closed. Thinking that it was a curious thing that said door would be closed, Paul
pushed it open cautiously. It was a monster-free zone, thankfully, although after replacing a haphazard fire extinguisher on its proper hook, he explained to me the danger of
opening closed doors. "Usually," he said, "when doors like this are closed, you should
really knock before going in." He left me to make my own inferences, but I knew he
was explaining to me that sometimes monsters aren't ready for you to open a door, and
it is considerate to properly notify them before opening it. I was glad Paul was so considerate to the scary things. Later, Paul bravely dislodged a dangerous looking halved
Budweiser can from a doorway of Oberholzer and we thence determined that all was
well in Crugerland.
Paul is a quiet man. In the lulls in our conversation we listened to 94.3FM and
Paul drank coffee, lots and lots of coffee. Paul likes his coffee. He is an admitted coffee junkie and drinks several large cups of coffee every day. "I'm very routine about a
lot of things," Paul said, "especially my eatin."' To compliment his coffee, Paul decided
to get something to eat. The night shift officers eat "lunch" in the middle of their shift.
After being awake and at work for a whole day, taking a break for lunch at midnight is
a little weird. But I played along, and we went to the Campus
Center to get some grub. Trevor Johnson, culinary artist and
Down the Road Employee, was there to take Paul's ordertwo burgers, well done, on a bun with a pile of onions. With
his power burger and another giant tankard of coffee, Paul
turned to me, "you ready?" he pushed the door open as I nodded, "let's go save the world."
We stood, staunch and benevolent, leaning against the
Jeep while Paul ate his burger. Power definitely smells like
{onions. Vigilantly we kept watch over !tie Campus Center
:lparking lot. Deciding that vigilance suited us quite well, we
foot into.the Jeep and drove back to North Campus. On the
Yway we stopped to let a student cross the road. He looked
perplexed and was wiping something wet from his shoulder.
Paul shot me the same confused look I was giving him. The
student stopped in frqnt of the Jeep, shook his head and said
"I just got egged." I did my best not to laugh. Paul was stern.
The student walked away.
As soon as Paul's window was rolled up all the way we
burst into fits of oniony laughter. It was hearty laughter.
Laughter that lasted until we pulled onto Robbins road and
lingered in little spasms until we parked the Jeep outside of
Manor. Nearly recovered from such overwhelming mirth,
Paul looked at my Stenopad, he looked at me, smirked. 'We
took that very serious!." he exclaimed, worried, 'We searched
the area for...for the mad egger!" I bit my lip and snickered
again. I tried to assess the danger we were currently in-a
merciless egger was loose somewhere on campus. I looked back at my sparse notes.
I wondered if I was going to have to write 1500 words on eggs. We hadn't actually gotten a call yet. It was well after midnight. It was Spring Fling weekend. I tried to think
of interesting ways to describe the eggshells rolling down that kid's chest. I clicked my
pen. We checked the doors in Manor.
A couple hours later we were bored. The busy hours were supposed to be
from 11 pm to 3 am. It was nearly 2 am and we hadn't responded to as much as a lockout. We decided to go check the PAC. Paul worked as the security officer while the
PAC was being built. He would watch over it, back when it was just some holes in the
ground, then when it was some holes with shit in them, then when that shit became
more ordered and then when that ordered stuff somehow turned into the ... yeah ... it
became the PAC. He's pretty attached to it and he knows a whole lot about it. So, we
checked it for eggs, skunks and dangerous characters. Paul also showed me some of
the backstage areas, back rooms and cool tunnels. He pointed out the particularly
menacing bathrooms and we discussed the mats on the insides of the elevators. He
told me about the giant steel doors backstage and the fifty million curtains they have
hidden somewhere in thai mass of shiny metal roof.
It was grand and, I have to say, marginally more interesting than I imagined
getting egged would be. We talked more, about what college is like and about how he
wants to take classes someday, to learn about colors and light and things like that.
When he's not armed with coffee and his burger, protecting the world from skunks and
eggs, Paul is a self-employed tradesman. He does contract work painting houses and
performing all sorts of really cool home improvement tasks. And people pay him to do
it. I think that's pretty cool. Paul is also interested in art classes. He and the other
Security Guards have the privilege of being able to lock up and secure all of the art
buildings on campus. They get to see student art being created and displayed all the
time. It's a pretty sweet gig.
Around 3 am I was overcome with uncontrollable yawning. The PAC and the
eggs, the ashtray and the little dog had been too much action for me. Paul took me
back to base, where Officer Robert made a keen observation. ''You look tired." "Yeah."
He offered me a ride back to my room, which I groggily accepted. He called Officer
Bob Bathwick and in my half conscious state, we drove back to my dorm with the windows open and the radio tuned to 92.1 FM.
Total Lockouts That Evening: 10
Total Escorts: 5
Total Noise Complaints: 6
Total Access-to-Rooms Calls: 13
Total Number of Calls I Responded To: 0
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"The Sounder"
1) The name of a song from Gorillaz cash-in project #1, the collection of b-sides entitled G-Sides.
2) One who yells, complains and makes noise to alert the masses.

In the time since the last issue of The Observer, I've had my fill of the shit that goes on around here.
Some examples of rampant douchebaggery: the Red Hook Lyceum's horrible projectionists, when the apple juice
machine at Kline doesn't work, and Thurston Moore's return to Bard. To me, it was time to make a stand, and
focus all of my anger and poor grammar into one column. A column, so that every issue I can remember to focus
all of my different reviews into one rant on what needs to stay and what needs to get the fuck out.
First off, I think I've seen the single worst movie ever, The Punisher {2004), starring Thomas Jane and
John Travolta. Thankfully, I knew it was going to be horrible from the moment I decided to see it. From the trailers, I expected a poor man's revenge movie, and Travolta's return to uninspired villain roles that would at least
net him an appearance at this year's MTV movie awards. The only person I can think of that would find this movie
to be good is Dave Chappelle. Why? The entire movie is a bunch of white people killing white people. There is
no single redeeming moment in the whole two-hour long debacle. It's just a series of transparent caricatures that
fail at manipulating the audience, or at winning the slightest smile or tear. Actually I take that back, I did smile. I
smiled right before the main character's family was to be gunned down, gangland style. I wanted to see all those
rich fuckers dead. They were too happy, I mused. I was disappointed when their deaths were all pretty similar,
just getting capped. If you can't even take some time to make the murder of innocents fun, why should I take the
time for your fuckin' movie?
Speaking of creative killing, I found
some peace in the. new James Bond video
game, 007: Everything or Nothing (now out for
Gamecube, X-Box and PS2). I have the PS2
version, and it's the given me some of the best
gaming moments I'd had in years, possibly going
all the way back to when I first used the aiming
notches on my light gun during Duck Hunt. The
graphics are unlike anything I had seen on the
PS2 before, with Bond looking so much like
CG/ Dafoe Demanding Royalties
Pierce Brosnan that I was yelling at the TV,
from Spider-Man Movie, Lawsuit
demanding my money back for Mrs. Doubtfire.
One thing that makes this Bond superior to past
Pending
games is that the gadgets in EoN are just as cool
and unique as they are in the movies. The spider bot might be my favorite; you can deploy this tiny robot spider that
can go into all the vents and nooks of the level, allowing you to blow shit up that would be out of range.
Also, the folks at Electronic Arts did a bang-up job casting the game, with Brosnan as Bond, Willem fuckin'
Dafoe as stereotypical Russian mastermind, Shannon Elizabeth, Heidi Klum, and Mya as the- Bond Girls. Since no
Bond story would be complete without your standard characters, this game has Judi Dench, John Cleese and Richard
Kiel as M, Q and Jaws respectively. I was having trouble writing this review, so I went up to my room and re-played
one of the levels, Train Chase. In it you have to chase a train with either a car or a motorbike, and then board it somehow. Along the way you encounter enemies riding humvees, motorbikes, and even·helicopters. While using the bike,
I figured out how to aim backwards, and used this rear view to take down one of the helicopters. Since it was a hard
task, and not required for finishing the level, I was rewarded. Once I had inflicted enough damage, the video game
played a cinematic of the helicopter on fire and crashing. My response, "ho-lee shit!"
Finally, I have to say that this game delivers in a department that most games havn't put much effort into
' late, replay value. After you play through the levels in medium "Agent" difficulty, you can try your hand at •ooAgent"
·.mode which is harder. After beating a level's •ooAgenr mode, the Platinum Challenge opens up. These are varying in difficulty. Some challenges will take hours, if not days to complete. But once you start to beat them, you are
unlocking codes like The Golden Gun. In conclusion, if you have a PS2, Gamecube or X-Box, this is a game you
need to own.
From a distance, I now see this most recent Spring Fling as a pretty unbalanced weekend. The conspiraThomas Jane (above) should be
cy theorist in me thinks that it was a plot by Bard to make sure that none of us do homework and have to stay on for at
least another additional expensive semester. I'm reviewing the event for a few reasons. Firstly, because some major
punished for this movie
flaws need to be pointed at. Secondly, to show how the weekend was saved. Finally, according to Allen Josey, Spring
Fling has
never gotten a write up in a Bard paper. If I wish for Spring Fling to
evolve, confrontation must be made (at least on the written page).
I'll start off with the positives, which began during last day of
Spring Fling. On Sunday, the inflatables arrived and there was much
rejoicing in the quad. Inflatables, if you weren't there, are these giant
rubber inflatable games that they have at county fairs and the like.
There was a mountain to climb, a boxing ring with gloves that were bigger than your head, a bouncy room, and obstacle course, and the most
popular of all it seemed was American Gladiator style jousting. The
heads of this paper battled it out and in the end, Noah Weston was a
casualty of too many shots to the head, Ethan Porter had a good streak
going before I pushed him off his ledge, and myself, I had a loss to Tom
Mattos that secured him the title of "Lead Jouster" in the staff box.
Jeremy Low was nowhere to be found at this time. The boxing was the
other event I participated in, and it was a blast. Imagine bouncing up
and down, trying lo hold your balance, with giant, heavy boxing gloves
on. The inflatables should be on the quad every single day.
Bardstock 4 was another fine part of the weekend, with almost
every Bard band under the tent jamming away for a whole 12 hours. The
half-hour sets might not have been ideal but it was really fun to see the broad spectrum of student music. From post-post-emo to deck garage rock, all genres were present. Actually
I'm kidding, from Sugar Coma's delicious performance to the crazed and masked Tusks, Bard kids showed that not only to they have talent, but also they knew how to charm the
crowd. The one thing I would change about Bardstock, was that there should have been more hip hop, because you can only have so much Rock in a row.
The single worst part of the weekend was the experimental performance of Thurston "If I stare at the ground, I won't see the pissed-off audience" Moore. I have never
hated a performer as much as I hated Moore. It was so bad I decided to continually flip Moore off, scream obscenities at him and when that got old, I went back to my room to scribble my thoughts down, "Thurston Moore has discovered a new genius. The genius he has unearthed is the ability to suck more than a vacuum cleaner, porn star and the last OMX
album combined." I've talked with quite a few Bardians about Moore's performance since I wrote that note down, and I've come to the decision, that it was a matter of "wrong place,
wrong time."
For the Entertainment Committee, it was a matter of Hipster Self-Indulgence®. They had been doing well up until now. The concerts at the Old Gym, albeit shoddily prepared (I remember concerts starting hours after they were supposed to due to audio problems), were well liked by the student body. It was music we could rock out to. Thurston
Moore Ensemble's brand of static sound was the kind of "experimental" music that belongs in the now deceased Red Room. Thurston Moore Ensemble should not be headlining a
music festival at a college; it's just a waste of money.
Another negative on the music front was some woman who was playing underneath the tent who was begging the people not in the tent to come into the tent to see her play.
Poor her, she was paid to come here from Atlanta. Boo fucking hoo! We have to pay to go here. If those people outside of the tent could hear her annoying them, why the hell did
hey need to move from their leisurely positions?
The Spring Fling blame that I am throwing around right now, it is not directed at those members of the administration who are in charge. They helped organize a variety of
interesting things for the students. For example, the Lumberjack Hoedown I saw going on nearby Tewksbury, The Spelling Bee (Where The Bard Observer•s·own Noah Weston was
finalist), students were displaying that Bardian love for capitalism outside of tbe campus center, hawking their own goods and the glass blowing table that I seemed interesting (I'm
sorry, but I didn't stay to pay it much attention, not my thing, I guess).
In conclusion, I have to admit that despite it's flaws, Spring Fling was a grand excuse to sit on the quad all day, mosey around, listen to Bard bands, play games and forget
hat the end of the semester was only a few weeks away. If you'll excuse me though, I need to get started on my finals, there's less than a week left to cram them all into.
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The Sounder's Board

There was been a ter~ble rash _ofhatef~I incidents in these last few weeks on Bard's campus. No, I'm not talking about the racist charges that the last issue was didcated lo. What I am angry about 1sthe senes of shitty lunches that have been served on the quad, flavorless and barely edible sandwhiches, BBQ food that either looked diseased
~r was _colderIha~ Thurston Mo~re's heart and brow~ies that were harder than bricks. Serving food like this to anybody is the most hateful thing that Bard has done to me since
Ive arrived. I don I blame the Kline employees for this, no no no. I blame whomever it is that decided that it would be a good idea to close Kline in favor of meals that were lamer
than F.D.R.'s legs. In addition, who's bright idea was it to
have the FYSEM banquet in the largest eating space on
campus, and then tell the majority of the students to go eat
the aforementioned shitty BBQ on the quad? The freshmen
should have had their nice meal on the quad, and the rest of
the school could have been subjected to the usual Kline
menu.
Their flyers said, "You Broke Olde English." (It
Should Be Noted That I Saw the 11PM show, which had the
Boxcar Children Sketch, which the 8:30PM show did not
have.) With the exception of a bunch of AV mistakes, I think
it's safe to say that OE is gelling fixed up, from the ground
up. Recent additions to the troupe, Caleb Bark and Hana
Scott-Suhrstedt brought out their A-Game for the night, Caleb
with his fantastic rap in "Mountain Ho's" and the hilarious
birth control mix-up that Hana had gotten into. Something
that I really liked about the night was that their live sketches
are finally as good as their taped ones. The cursing family
from the future, I thought, was the best thing I'd seen from
them since I came to Bard. My only question was, which current Bard teacher's tombstone was Raizin Bob-Waksberg
humping?
The device of a creepy family dynamic is something
that OE always seems to recycle while keeping fresh. When
Jesse Novak played father lo Tavit Geudelekian and Hana, it
seemed like the inability to keep their stories straight ran in
this motherless family. Another of my favorite sketches was
about how a focus group would improve a so-so O.E. sketch.
It ended in having Adam Janos as a green troll in an abusive
relationship with a ham. Tlie fictional focus group had asked
that the skit be more "surreal," and the result was almost too
surreal. Needlessly to say, watching a troll punch a ham was
one of the funnier moments in "ham comedy" since Monty
Python dealt with Spam.
If I had any complaint, it would be that the final
video, "Boxcar Children" went on too long, dragging like a
corpse by the end. But overall, it was a really fantastic show,
put on by nine students who are the most flustered people on
campus (except for seniors) in the week beforehand.
Finally, if you're interested in writing for The
Observernext year, contact us at observer@bard.edu. More
specifically,if you want to write for A&E, you can contact me
at hc625@bard.edu.
That's about it for now for The Sounder's Board.
This column will be corning back next year, because I always
need something to fill the lime between Four Square, Kung
Bard's Ve,y Own Brady Bunch, What A Sausage Party
Fu Movie Club, WXBC and Hip Hop Movie Club. Have a
(From Left to Right, Top to Bottom: Adam Conover, Adam Janos,
great summer, and much love to all of the people down here
at The Observer, our competeilion that inspires us to work
Caleb Bark, David Segal, Hana Scott-Suhrstedt, Jesse Novak,
harder, and those I've had the priviledge to get to know this
Jdel Clark, Raizin Bob-Waksberg and Tavit Geudelekian)
year, you know who you are.

Don't
W.A.S.IE.
Monev.
Download
11.
Ah, W.A.S.T.E. A wonderful conception, really. I originally wanted to do this review about three issues ago. I
ordered the CD off of Radiohead's W.A.S.T.E.com site,
figuring that I'd order the CD factory direct from
Radiohead themselves. What a mistake. After about a
month of not hearing anything (that is, after they charged
my credit card) I sent them a letter asking where the CD
was. Those assholes sent me back nasty letter saying
that it is standard procedure for them to charge my credit card before sending the album (which, at that point, n,
was not even packaged yet). I sent them a nasty email ·
criticizing everything from their hypocritical anti-consumer stance (since they charge you and don't send you shit) to Thom Yorke's fucked
up haircut. I didn't get a response.
·
About a month later, much to my surprise, the album showed up in my box. I
was overjoyed. I bragged about getting Bodysong to all of my friends, most of whom, to
my astonishment, didn't know who Johnny Greenwood is. Well, cave dwellers; he is the
lead guitarist of the best band in existence. However, any Radiohead fans that are looking for a good rock album with over-general pain-filled lyrics will be perplexed by what
they find on Bodysong. What you will find is a series of thirteen tracks that disturb not
only your inner-ear canal but your rational mind as well.
These tracks burn with a strange obsessive fury ... even though many are quiet
and ambient in nature. The first track, entitled "Moon Trills" starts off with a lot of background tones and strange shit. Then this beautiful Radiohead style piano (i.e.
Amnesiac's "You and Whose Army" and "Pyramid Song) plays softly through about five
minutes of serenity.
There are some gems on this album. Greenwood has some arrangements for
string quartets and other more electronic and ambient tunes. This is not music to dance
or "shag" to, but it is music to write a paper to, especially strange papers. I take that
back: this IS music to "shag" to, if you're trying to have mutant babies. Tracks one
through eight are of this quality, which, to my mind, is classic Greenwood/Radiohead.
You're supposed to listen to this album and drink and cry or just listen and drink or listen
and cry or when the album finishes drink and cry and then just cry. Maybe.
Track nine is the track I keep coming back to. Picture a heavyweight fight
between Radiohead and Miles Davis. This is a high-octane piece with beautiful dueling

IBy:Tom Mattos

saxophones ripping strange over
drums that make you jump like a
Vietnam vet. I think it's absolutely stunning, and for all of those
philistines who think the members of Radiohead aren't real
musicians I say listen to this
track and you will realize the
power of the man who calls himself "Riffs and Spliffs."
Interestingly
enough,
there is only one riff on the entire
album. That's right, only one
instance of guitar on the entire
album. Track 11 is a viscous
beast that will make you want to
walk into a Denny's and bludgeon someone with a tire iron. This track is the only Greenwood tag-team on the entire
track, for the infamous Colin Greenwood shows up and kicks ass on bass, providing a
simple yet meditative bass line a la Massive Attack's "Angel" (if you don't know that song
maybe you saw Snatch when Brad Pitt's mother gets burned in the fire, yeah, he killed
some assholes in that movie, mostly because Massive Attack was playing but if
Radiohead was playing he would have killed even more people). It also has a hi-hat
sound kind of like 2+2=5 off of hail to the thief.
So if you didn't know, this album is the soundtrack to the movie Bodysong. I
haven't seen the movie because it hasn't been released on free world DVDs. Maybe
someday it will. On the CD there are some clips, and they are disturbing as well. Picture
Baraka meets Barnum and Bailey Circus circa 1923. It's pretty disturbing stuff.· Some
guy does flips while a dog runs all over him. Other shots of poor people doing strange
things. Enjoy ii.
Listen: I love Radiohead. Love. I hate W.A.S.T.E.com. If you think you want
to hear this album, contact me and I'll bum it for you. Don't buy music. Download it. I'm
totally out of time, and I'm sorry this review sucks. Hopefully you'll forgive me for writing a shitty review, just like you hope your teacher will forgive you for writing a shitty final
paper (or four of them). Peace. Have a good summer.
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From Events that We Miissedand Could Not Review.

Man Tries To Scratch His Own Back During The Lumberjack Hoedown

The Belfydancers, Breaking It Down Like Fallujah

Flying Fiddler's String Chorale, The Craziest String Chorale Ever.
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YOU'VE GOTANTS INYOUR_ MOUTH, 'BITCH
IBy:Noah Westonl
In dropping the "Killah" from his name, Ghostface stirred the suspicions of many of his
devotees. The Pretty Toney Album obliterates them. Even his sophomore record,
Supreme Clientele, does not have the balance and consistency Ghost establishes across
eighteen tracks, comprised of thirteen songs and five valuable interludes, on Toney.After
an amusing, press conference-style opening track, the jump-off jawn, "Biscuits," commences with an atomic thump and Ghostface's angry introduction,
"Yo, who the fuck brought me this chocolate shit, man? I said a banana nutriment, man! You heard the fuck I said-I gave you-/ wrote it on the fuckin'
paper!"
From here, Ghost proceeds to demonstrate why he is one of the loudest, most charismatic pillars of the Wu-Tang Clan, and hip-hop on the whole.
Ghostface, _sincehe first emerged, has gradually developed into one of the less
conventional rappers in his field. His bellowing delivery often tumbles into unashamed
crooning, best exemplified on the song, "Holla," in which Ghost simply raps over a slightly adulterated version of "La La La (Means I Love You)" by the Delfonics. He passionately spits:
"I'm a family man, Clan mixed with Theodore/my boots hang over the telephone
wires on Broadway/word to Medlife, Tony got insurance on his midsmoke mad
shU, and still got endurance when he fight/both hands crusty/bank account
dusty/ever say my name again you pussy/like an angry, crippled man, don't push
me/Don't believe the kid? Just listen to me ... "
The song is a brazen, medallion-clad demonstration of Ghost's willingness to sing his own
praises, even over someone else's song.
The production on the album matches Ghost's zeal, beat for beat, with the best
use of soul samples on a major label release since Ghost's second album. Appropriately,
A2A provides the most scorching cut, "Run; a frenzied record that sounds like something
that ran out the back of the 361h Chamber during a police raid. He still has competition,

The Pretty Tone
Album features Ghostface at
his finest, boastful, but then
self-effacing, angry, but then
compassionate. For a man
who makes himself such an
outward absurdity, a mountain of jewelry and robes,
Ghost gives listeners ample
reason to take him seriously
as one of the foremost rappers of his time. I would even
go as far as to call this
record as good as his debut,
lronman
and · Supreme
Clientele, and leaps beyond
his
previous
record,
Bulletproof Wallets. Even the
obvious attempts at catering
to radio, like the Missy Elliot
collaboration, "Tush," sound
at home among the rest of
the outstanding songs on the
album. You should discover
that for yourself, though, by
purchasing this unexpected
banger as soon as you can.

however, in the neck-bobbing songs by current mainstays like NO I.D. ("Metal Lungies"
·
and "Love") and Nottz ("Be This Way" and "Tooken Back").

Same
01"Shit8estKindOfFeeling

IBy:Noah Westonf

Rakim Jailed, but It Shoulda Been DJ
Kay Slay or Thurston Moore
Wonder of wonders, I did not leave Thurston Moore's
avant garde tour de force sans culottes c/os du bois--or
whatever the fuck you'll call it-a happy man. In fact, Mr.
Moore cultivated a thriving bitterness in me that took a
while to dissipate. His shoddy showmanship did however remind me of _how sublime another, recent concert
experience was but a few weeks, and a few train stops,
past.
In Manhattan, at the Roseland Ballroom, I saw
an incredible bill, composed of Royce da 5'9, Talib Kweli,
Ghostface (Killah), and Rakim (yes, I know). Although the
evening saw its share of snafus, it had all of the heart and
passion that Spring Fling's Saturday night lacked, and
none of the former Sonic Youth frontman it unleashed
onto an innocent crowd. I only hope you can relate to the
bliss I felt at this show.
When Royce da 5'9 took the stage, he emerged

wearing a rubber fright mask, as "Scary Movies" played
to a rabid crowd. After unpeeling his disguise, Royce
decided to enliven the audience even more by introducing the dj for his set: DJ Premier. The venue's response
deafened me, but I didn't mind, since Royce killed his set,
which included his universally acclaimed collaboration
with Premier, "Boom."
From there, the night only improved, as DJ
Cipha Sounds maintained the level of intensity with ill
record after ill record. Then, abruptly, he surprised everyone with the introduction of not only the legendary
Brooklyn duo, Smif-n'Wessun, but old school greats like
Kurtis Blow and Whodini. The sheer volume of hip hop
luminaries floored me, along with the rest of the crowd.
After perhaps too long a stretch, Talib Kweli
appeared and brought with him gifts of mixed value.
While he blessed the crowd with joints like "Move
Somethin'" and "Get By," he also dropped, to less than
enthusiastic ears, a number of his new, more lackluster
records. Among those, however, he did perform the sole
gem on his upcoming album, a song entitled "Lonely
People," on which he raps over a Kanye West beat that
very clearly lifts the strings and chorus of the Beatles'
"Eleanor Rigby." He managed to get hundreds of the
most roughnecked motherfuckers in New York to sing a
Beatles chorus, off-key for the most part, and it was glorious.
Kweli left on a high note, so no one foresaw the

Pretty Vs. Pretty

trouble to come. We waited for damn near an hour and a
half, as the newly arrived DJ Kay Slay, a loathsome staple of the New York mixtape circuit, played progressively
shittier radio hits. As people grew impatient for Ghostface
and Aakim, going as far as throwing objects like fruit and
cd's, Kay Slay did the unfathomable: he stopped the
music. I am uncertain of Kay's mental health, but I find it
unquestionably stupid for a DJ to cease playing records,
and then begin to castigate the impatient, and potentially
violent audience, at that.
Before Kay Slay nearly triggered total bedlam,
Rakim's DJ rushed to the stage, took hold of the microphone, and nervously announced that the NYPD arrested Rakim at the venue. I later discovered that the police
detained him for alleged child support evasion, but I
know that such knowledge would not have contented the
audience, whose outrage manifested in near-fights on all
sides of me.
Thankfully, though, Ghostface finally emerged,
and reinvigorated the crowd immediately. He, along with
what seemed like the rest of the Wu-Tang Clan, except
for Method Man, went through their best tracks, and gave
me, along with everyone else in attendance, the perfect
recompense for all the bullshit we underwent. Hard as it
may be to replicate the energy of that kind of night, it is
still possible, even if you don't profess to do something
"experimental.•

IBy: Lacy Posq

So last weekend I went to see Mean Girls, a movie that was SNL cast member and writer Tina
,Fey's first screenplay. Maybe you hadn't planned on seeing it because you ...aren't an eighth
:@@gradegirl and don't shop at Limited Too. But this would be a poor decision, because really, we
,;,:,g,i,,NW}all
had mean girls that tormented us in our younger days. Hell, maybe you even were a mean
·::,\:·:·:;;,.-:·:::,,,
girl. I mean, anyone can identify with Lindsay Lohan's character, Cady, as she loses herself in the
Y?!lglitz and glimmer of popularity, boys, makeup and Tiffany bracelets. Actually, in a lot of ways, I
..,",can totally see a comparison between Cady's high school and Bard. Everyone should see it and
'°{}think about how they too went through similar things like starting the nineth grade in a new high
•'Aschool and having to make tough decisions like choosing between the cool girls, "The Plastics,"
,.,and the quirkier, artsy kids who sit in the corner of the cafeteria and only wear black. I mean it's
•.;tougher than it seems, because hey, The Plastics wear pink on Wednesdays and jeans on.,._.,.,
..
'Fridays, and just have so much fun at the lunch table eating ... water. Cady ends up gettingt[{
1caught up in their world and instead of exploiting them, which was to be her original secret plan, '' '
i;ends up becoming one of them.
?:t:•d
Tina Fey is really only a small part of the movie. As Ms. Norbury, the Calculus teacher,
'\/]she inspires Cady to stop faking wrong answers so she can ask the hunk in front of her for extra
•.·help. And just when you think the concept of the-girl-playing-dumb-to-attract-a-boy couldn't get.
any staler, the principal, played by fellow SNL cast member Tim Meadows, pops in to crack yetfa
another stupid fart joke or hit on Ms. Norbury. One cliche after another, it even manages to top;,/
them all by ending the movie with a heartfelt apology speech at the Spring Fling dance, delivered°''.
by Cady after getting crowned Spring Fling Queen. If it sounds familiar, it is. Superior teen flicks
like She's All That and Neyer Been Kissed were more successful with such copout endings.
However, the film manages to be fulfilling despite its shortcomings, if only for the overthe-top stereotypical role of the head Plastic's mom, played by Amy Poehler, who dresses in pink
•.. :·? J. Lo tracksuits and brings snacks and condoms to her daughters room when her boyfriend isgJ
·· over, exclaiming, "I'm not like other moms, I'm cool!" And really, you can't resist Lindsay Lohan'si\fi\
charm if you want to, unless you're Hilary Duff and she stole your boyfriend Aaron Carter. Butt@i
Lindsay portrays Cady with such a depth of understanding of adolescent angst and confusion andt@J
identity crises, you'd hardly know she was still a young teen herself.
t ..,'"
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[TheEditors I
te you a story o my nen yan arce . e arnve
t my school weight room one sunny summer afternoon,
new to the area and looking for the football team. H
ound it. His hair was blonde and slicked back like any
ne from Santa Cruz who was trying to look like the
ere from Santa Cruz would. We liked him Instantly,
mainly because he was nuts, and soon he had the nick
name "Pineapple Boy," because people eat pineapple
in Santa Cruz.
Ryan fell into our group of friends like one o
hose greased watermelons. He shaved his hea
lmost immediately to fit in better with the football team.
e rode bikes a lot. Ryan was something of a phenom
non at Northport High-all of the really cool popula
iris that I wanted to make out with were infatuated with
Ryan-and therefore I got to hang out with all of sai
iris and be the aloof dark arigel type, always quiet an
olite.
Football season started, and things began t
et very confused. On the football field a layer of intima
y develops between members of a team-you knoc
ne another around, help injured friends back to thei
eet, sometimes you use someone else's mouth guar
s a result of being in such close proximity you get f
know the members of your team better than you kno
ourself. Maybe it's the same with other sports, but I
on't think so. The violence inherent to football sepa
rates it from most sports.
The violence of football brings out qualitie
ithin its players that are often shocking and dangerous.
ne afternoon-it must have been late October by no
because it was freezing (On the North Shore of Lon
Island the wind whips in off the harbor and cramps you
·oints). This particular year I was playing defensive end.
hen the offensive team was practicing I'd ·be on th
'Scout D" where we'd emulate the defenses of th
earns we'd be slated to play. Usually the Scout tea
ould get the fucking shit knocked out of them (mainl
because it consisted of second stringers and injure
layers). Yet there were sometimes when the Scou
earn would either have the stroke of luck, grace o
God-or maybe we'd get tired of getting our asse
kicked. Either way, on this particular afternoon th
cout team was beating the crap out of the First team.
I remember it perfectly because we change
he name of our Scout team that day to "the Red Army,
ince we wore these blood-red scrimmage vests. Ryan
as the starting fullback at that point, and he was play
ing terribly. "Boomer," our Coach, was excited an
urned the scrimmage into an all-or-nothing battl
tween the two sides. It got ugly. Curses, spit, punch
s thrown, chop blocks in the tackle box-vicious. A
ne point the first team had to punt after my buddy 1i
Haeberle and I called three "Iron Curtains" ("everybod
blitzJff)in a row. When there is a short punt the defens
usually lets it go, everyone puts their hands over thei
heads and yells "FIRE!" to let everyone else know tha
e're not returning it (i.e. release all blocks and look lo
he ball). I had my hands up in the air, with my back lac
ing the line of scrimmage. The whistle blew. Then i
happened.
With my hands raised over my head, totall
unaware, I was literally CRUSHED from behind. M
ace landed in the dirt, rocks and debris clouded m
mouth, and my whole body reverberated in one hug
hrob of pain. I hit my forehead on the turf with sue
impact that I had trouble figuring out what happened.
Hands appeared under my armpits and I was lifted to m
eel, where I stumbled in disbelief. I got teary eyed a
his point-the first time I've ever cried on the football
ield-not so much from the shock of the hit (I've weath
red much worse) but more out of my disgust and ange
ver being abused in such a way.
Haeberle looked into my eyes: "It was Marcell,
I don't remember what the next play was. Bu
fter the play was over I turned around and saw Marcell
lying flat on his back, with Haeberle slowly untanglin
himself from Marcell's wrecked body. Tim had oblilerat
ed him. Perfectly legal, but smitten with the fury of Zeus.
1msmiled at me as he rose. Marcell was crying.
If we flash forward a little later in life we fin
Ryan Marcell in the Marine Corps, and myself at Bar
ollege. We still have a pretty tight bond, but I'm no
ure I ever forgave him for the Brutus shit he pulled ou
n the football field. It's more like the feeling you hav
hen you know your fears really well: when someon
makes a conscious decision to try and harm you, it's dif
icult to place any level of trust in him at all.
One day I got a call from one of our mutual
riends. He told me that Ryan was up for a Court Martial.
his was one month after he finished boot camp. Tw
navy guys started talking shit to Ryan as he walke
own the road. True to form, he started talking shit righ
back. A brawl ensued; at the end of the fight there wer
hree bodies on the ground. One Navy dude had a bro
ken jaw, one had a broken spine (he will never wal
gain) and one plain-clothes guy had a collapsed jugu
lar (turns out he was an Admiral or something).
Now to the point: this Pfc. Lynndie 'A. Englan
haracter is obviously a fucking sicko. I always lov
hen newspapers interview the family and friends an
hey're like "There is not a malicious bone in her body,'
s if they haven't seen their disturbing-looking freakis
riend dragging starving Iraqis around on a leash. On
hing I know: There is buried within all of us a latent an
intrinsic capacity for violence and destruction. The mili
ary is a great place to let that quality shine.

_ op1n1ons

Women of the World: Borrow$50
Microcreditand its Global Effect...
The issue of human rights appears to have a strong argument extended has led to the inaccurate designation
foothold in the academic imagination; it has become a of this clash to the differences between the "Wesr and the
source of popular debate. While the debate on the univer- "Easr. She refutes this unnecessary polarization by sugsality of human rights has received much attention from gesting that "the real cultural rift may be within the Muslim
scholars, it seems that the real challenge of human rights world: between highly tradition rural populations and their
is not mining the histories of diverse regions to search for more modernized urban compatriots or between religious
elements of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, fundamentalists and more moderate interpreters of Islam."
but to analyze the ways in which it has been adopted and She effectively prevents the problematic discussion that
made operational. What is at stake, it is argued, is not so usually ensues on the superiority of 'Western' values by
much whether rights have their origins in Western tradi- rendering the argument irrelevant.
tions, but rather whether they are effective in solving conWhile theoretically we are presented with a
temporary problems. In a sense, it seems the posturing of remarkable strategy of furthering women's rights as linked
the human rights debate in this way so as to identify the with development benefits, in and of itself, this idea does
particularities of the way in which rights play out yields a little to contextualize the idea of rights. Yash Ghai, in his
more fruitful discussion. Currently the issue of women's article Human Rights and Asia Values, is an advocate of
economic empowerment is hailed as a way to both count- resituating the human rights debate in a context that
er poverty in developing countries, and also to reassert makes it meaningful in local contexts. This is to say he
women in an agentive position in the social and political sees crucial an inquiry or an-exploration of "ways in which
sphere. Using the example of micro credit, the issue of the discourse or modalities of rights may solve or aggrahow rights play out will be addressed.
An article in the May/June issue of Foreign
Affairs titled The Payoff From Women's Rights by
Isobel Coleman adopts a similar line of argument. She
suggests that rather than being too controversial an
idea, the promotion of women's rights as foreign policy is in the interest of the US, as well as in the eco-.
nomic interest of developing countries. For the United
States, for example, the empowerment of women in
developing countries would "foster democracy... promote development, curb extremism, and fight terrorism..." She critiques the Bush administration for havingl1
an inconsistent policy on issues of gender equality'
abroad. While supporting women's empowerment
reform in reform-oriented countries like Morocco, the
U.S. has failed to promote rights in more conservative·
countries like Saudi Arabia. Further more she argues
that while women's rights have been in reconstruction
plans for both Afghanistan and Iraq, the U.S has not
actually executed its plans in a way that economic and
political power has been given to women. What is crucial about Coleman's argument is that she is not critiquing the U.S on moral or ideal grounds, rather sug- ,. ·
gesting that it is beneficial to the U.S to promote
women's rights more consistently.
In the case of 'developing' countries she
gests that women's rights are now recognized as
of the main vehicles for reducing poverty and promot-.
ing good governance. Nobel prize winning economist•·.
Amartya Sen has argued, she writes, that an increase)@
in the economic, political and social participation of#
women is integral to development. She lists a number,,.:,.
of reasons for this conclusion. One of the reasons ish
that educating young girls yields the highest return in\:ti'>:
developing countries. There are a number of effects:M:%%
educated women have fewer children, and they pro-MM
vide better nutrition, health and education to their famJEMi
ilies. Further more they experience lower child mortality vale problems facing (Asian) societies." In a general conand they generate more income than women with little or text he sees crucial the interpretation of rights in a way that
no schooling. This connection between an advancing of is meaningful for local communities. He writes that even if
women's rights and development, she argues, is evi- one does not want to quality 'universality', "it has to be
denced by the fact that in the last fifty years regions that operationalized to become meaningful and relevant to a
have attempted to redress gender gaps have been the society." The posturing of the human rights debate in this
most successful economically and 'socially'. These regions way provides a way to critically engage the enforcement
include eastern Asia, southeastern Asia and Latin America. mechanisms of these rights without resorting to cultural
Regions that have not concentrated on closing the gender relativism or fallacious East/West binaries. Yash points out
gap such as southern Asia, the Middle East, and sub- that there is no place for the cultural relativism seen in the
"Asian Values" argument of who the main proponents are
Saharan Africa have experienced lagging growth.
Coleman is also apt to point out that economic Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore and Mahathir Mohammed of
growth is not the only benefit of closing the gender gap. Malaysia. More importantly he points out that the cultural
Giving women more control of resources she adds bene- relativism they pretend to purport is not representative of a
fits the community at large in that they tend to invest more meaningful engagement of the issue of the relevance of
in their families in areas like education, health, and nutri- rights in Asia. He writes, " To draw from their pretentious
tion, as concluded from studies in Bangladesh, Brazil, and mostly inconsistent statements a general philosophy
Canada, Ethiopia and the United Kingdom. While the ben- of Asian values is like trying to understand Western
efits of advancing women's rights as part of U.S foreign Philosophy of rights and justice from statements of
policy appear to be clear-cut, she admits that it is a tricky Reagan and Thatcher." He destroys the idea that what the
task. The reasons for this have been attributed to the idea West is trying, to impose on the 'East' is democracy and
that women's rights clash with 'culture' and 'religion'. This Human Rights by suggesting that "if a balance sheet were
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to be drawn up, the conclusion would be that the West has
retarded rights and democracy in Asia more than it has
facilitated thSm, by collaborating and colluding with, and
arming Asian dictators."
Ghai offers us a more effective way to engage
with the issue of the appropriateness of human rights.
Coleman, I would argue, while adhering to certain assumptions of progress and development that some might find
imprecise, does engage the issue of the applicability. of
rights in local contexts. For example, Micro Finance or
micro credit, as first applied by Mohammed Yunus in
Bangladesh, has proved to be an immense success. The
specificity of a discussion of micro credit enables us to
investigate for example the way in which the first article of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights could actually
operate. Article One states, " All human beings are born
free and equal in dignity and rights." What does this mean?
As Eleanor Roosevelt herself pointed out," Freedom without bread...has little meaning." The issue then is not of the
theoretical universality of the document but the application of its language to real problems. The example of
micro-finance presents us with a possible mechanism of
enforcing equal rights to men and women. Microfinance
• has been successful in fighting poverty in a way that is
'i financially sustainable. Women have emerged as the
dominant borrowers, accounting for .80% of borrowing.
The benefits of Microfinance as outlined by Coleman are
greater bargaining power within the family, becoming
more politically and legally aware, increased participation
in pubic affairs, and a lower incidence of domestic violence due to, possibly, a higher perceived value in the
family as an earner. While contributing to the eradication
.,.. of the larger problem of poverty, micro finance presents a
way to also redress particular, domestic problems. For
}\example, one of the main themes of the Indian constitu~"tion is to eradicate practices that deny equality to women
'J and lower castes. In a sense, micro credit redresses this
issue on the national level, as well as on the international
j}level in the more general context of human rights.
Predictably, the efficacy of micro-credit programs
is a contested issue. While it is agreed that micro-credit
does contribute to a reduction of poverty in the sense that
it attempts to increase income, some point out that it
should not be the sole way of countering poverty. Barbara
Crosette the U.N correspondent for the New York Times
argues that the definition of poverty needs to be expanding to encompass poor health, lack of education, low
social status or discrimination, factors tha con nbute to
poverty. She quotes Kofi Annan, Secretary General of the
United Nations in a report to the General Assembly four
years ago: " A certain sense of proportion regarding
micro-credit would seem to be in order." The report also
stated that training, information and access to land should
accompany lending to the poor. The report stated, " It
some of the lowest-income countries, lack of access to
land in the most critical single cause of rural poverty." So
while the possibility of financing micro loans to the poor
exists, it is hindered by problems particular to regions
where access to land is denied on gender, ethnic and religious grounds. This example then exhibits the inefficacy of
the language of human rights in dealing with particular
problems.
While a critical assessment of micro credit is
beyond the scope of this article, I have attempted to discuss possible ways in which to engage the debate of
human rights and more particularly women's rights. While
universal in theory (although even this can be contested
based on the way the document is predicated on the
nation-state) the Declaration of Human Rights needs to be
'operationalized' and engaged in a way that gets at the particularities of diverse economic, political and cultural contexts so as to effect change.
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HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!
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nseto ElizabethAnde[son
IBy:
Joshkle1n-kuhn
I

The Unbearable Whitenessof Being...
For simplicity's sake, I'm going to use the dichotomy of "white" and "black" as representative of all forms of racist, homophobic, and sexual discrimination. Based on the amount
of time I've spent dealing with white and Black issues in my life, it's the easiest for me to
articulate.

"Ifyou are whiteor heterosexual,there is ·a
place for you in this educationalprocess.
Indeed,yours, like mine, is perhaps the primary place."
~ElizabethAnderson
Elizabeth Anderson, a white lesbian, wrote this in the context of explaining her
involvement in diversity education on campus. Now, Elizabeth's sexual orientation gives
her a slightly different perspective on this than I. I am a straight, white man who has not
been oppressed in any sense of the word, and certainly not based on those categorizations. Her homosexuality gives her experience with oppression that I will never know.
Therefore, I don't see it as a contradiction for her to participate in these activities, perhaps
to even occupy a "primary place."
I overstand Elizabeth's observations of people "preaching to the choir" and think
that that's a shame. I also think, though, that forcing groups of the traditional oppressors
into a room together to be confronted or educated by the traditionally oppressed is a terrible way to address this situation.
This is massive, structural, institutional racism we're talking about here. It's not
a simple question, and I don't think it can be addressed through "diversity training." I have
spent the last three years of my life looking at myself and my relation to institutional
racism. Whites, especially straight male whites, must look to themselves and find where
they stand. Seriously critical, hard, introspective examinations of ourselves are what I see
as the answer.
Many whites in this community have been feeling isolated as a result of all this.
They feel like they have been called out unfairly because of their skin color. Some have
even called the Blacks and Latinos criticizing racism racists. You can do anything you

want to try to distance yourself from the system of white privilege that you benefit from
regardless of how you live your life or what choices you make. But none of it is worth anything to those who still suffer, or to your own self spiritually for that matter. Blacks can't put
on and take off their blackness like a pair of shoes. And you can't put off your white skin,
and the bare fact of the matter is that your white skin alone grants you advantages which
blacks will never have. That is the sick reality of this world. And your skin also gives you
a series of soul-murdering assumptions, unconscious till you make them conscious.
This introspection that I'm suggesting is all about self improvement. It is about
self improvement as one method of conquering the systems of white supremacy. We all
have our different roles to play, and because we live in a society built on racism, our tasks
as whites within the liberation struggles are different. OUR FIRST TASK AS WHITES IS
TO IDENTIFY WHERE WE STAND WITHIN THE STRUGGLE. THIS BEGINS WITH
SELF-SCRUTINY AND THE JOURNEY OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE.
I, who am socially identified as "white" obviously did nothing wrong by being born
to white parents. Nor am I, of course, morally responsible for anything that happened
before I was born. But when, as white children, we unconsciously began accepting the
benefits and the conditions of institutional racism, we also accepted the costs and the ugly
reality behind the illusions. This bargain was not only not explained to us, it was hidden
from us. But it is still real. Racism is a fact of the world around us, and of our relations with
other people who do not participate in its benefits.
.
Ones can only decide for themselves the fate and state of their own internal
affairs, and how to proceed forward within the context of their own conscious development
and history from what they alone know, have experienced, and now see best within,
directing their own course of action for themselves. European descendents must also
decide for themselves how to deal with the bloodied history of the colonial mentality that
continues to assault much of the globe to this day {the new word being "democracy"), with
its greed and arrogance, from which we now find ourselves undeservedly benefiting off
the oppressed backs of other nations in order to feed an insatiable gluttonous hunger.
Those who feel uncomfortable trodding this path of critical inward reflection perhaps should look a little further and examine that discomfort: white prjvilege is a manytentacled beast, and one of them is the assumption that we should be received with open
arms wherever we go, unchallenged.
As Elizabeth said, there certainly is a place in this process for people like me.
But not a primary one. It would make sense for me to take (and I use the word "take" consciously) that position. For as long as this country has been in existence, white men have
held the primary positions in everything. We dominate the world, either explicitly or
through subtle, structural means. For me to assume such a position would be to perpetuate oppressive policies and procedures that have been in place for centuries. I've done
much of my soul-searching (though I'll never finish), and know that it would be wrong for
me to do more than support others in this process.
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Jeremy'sArticle Was Short So We Made The Title Huge p.Low I
I have just returned from the last Cinemagic (number XIV for those of you keeping track),
and being that it was Adolfas's last screening for this mainstay of the Bard Film
_Department, I feel as though a short editorial is needed on the subject. To begin the
semester, Adolfas said, to all those assembled in the veritable Preston theatre, "this
course is about me. These are the films that I like and this is not a history of cinema, but
a history of my film career. Like I said, this class is all about me" (or something to that
effect), so it is only appropriate that for the last screening he showed a film that he made
in conjunction with his brother, Jonas Mekas. Nineteen sixty-three's "Hallelujah to the
Hills' is the story of a love lost but resembles something more akin to a Marx brother's film
than some bullshit paean to love like "Kate & Leopold." The story's simple and Adolfas
related the entire thing in about three sentences before the film. Basically, Jack and Leo,
two suitors who only see their love - Vera - once a year at Christmas and during the summer, respectively, find themselves at the beginning of the film beaten out of the running
by Gideon. They come back to see their love after eight years of courting only to find that
she's run off with Gideon not two months before. Gideon, a louse of a human being, with
a goatee no less, is see only a few times in the film and it's pretty obvious that this dude
sucks.

Now, I'm not bitter or anything.. .fuck it, yeah I am.

Jack, a immanently loveable Buster Keaton like fellow, and Leo become friends
in their collective misery and find themselves out in some backwoods shack where they
run around naked, go shooting, build fires and sing "Hava Nagila." The whole film ends
up being about a crazy as Adolf as himself. Anyway, back to the man of the hour: Adolfas
prefaced the film with a short introduction whereupon, as he has for the past fourteen
semesters, walked out of the theatre and the filmic masterpiece began. After the film was
ver we all had a drink and saluted the man among men who will no longer be with this
allege after next Wednesday. His wife, Pola Chapelle joined us for the last toasts before
leaving with her husband, who was almost moved to tears after a standing ovation from
veryone in attendance. For those of you who don't know (and damn you for that),
dolfas along with Robert Kelly and the students of the class of 1971, started the People's
Film Department here at Bard, against protests from nearly the entire faculty. If there was
ver a professor more deserving of a standing ovation it is certainly Adolfas Mekas. By
he grace of St. Tula, the patron saint of cinema, Adolfas has spent the last twenty some
dd years at this college despite the occasional antimony of our beloved president. It is
ruly to the detriment that Adolf as is leaving us at the end of this year and he will be direly missed.
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But on to other things: last night I went to a friend's place to split a bottle of wine
(and a damn good one at that) and watch a movie, "Good Morning Viet Nam" for those of
you who really care. Now, being that I got about four hours of sleep the night before, I
was tired as hell. So after a glass of wine I kind of dozed off for a little while and when I
wake up, guess what? It turns out that my entire bottle of wine was pretty freakin' close
to being gone. Now, when I was raised my mother she decided to raise me right - a.k.a.
with some semblance of decorum. What this translates to in my book is that if you are to
be splittiog a thirty-dollar bottle of wine with a good friend then you shouldn't finish the
damn bottle without him. I realize that if you happen to find yourself with a beautiful
woman and that you have in "your" possession a bottle of Chateau de Chaigneau then by
all means pour a glass for the lady in question and yourself but cork the fucker at that.
Goddamnit men, where has your sense of chivalry gone?
It's not like I'm asking a hellova lot here. You don't need to carry a broadsword
and joust to defend you honor, but shit man ... where's your sense of dignity? Now, I'm not
bitter or anything ... fuck it, yeah I am. I wanted to see that movie and drink at least two
glasses of wine in the process and damn if I'm going to have the chance again. Alright,
so I probably will and if the Observer actually gets a budget where we don't have to spend
ever single cent on publishing this bullshit rag next year then maybe I'll pick up the wine
reviews. But it's the end of the semester and I'm strung out, which was why I fell asleep
in the first place though that's neither here nor there. Anyway, I close this with a bit of
advice: Ramy: buy your friend a cheap bottle of wine and I'll call it even.
Once again, moving on. I've got a few things to say on the subject of wine. If
you find yourself at the liquor store and don't want to whittle away your wallet and mind
of another bottle of Jim Beam again, then might I suggest a bottle of Excelsior. It's under
ten dollars and is still a decent bottle of wine for the money. Th~ Excelsior estate can be
found in the recently discovered rolling hills of South Africa. This strong Cabernet
Sauvignon is best enjoyed with some food especially if you are of the carnivorous persuasion and might I recommend a nice steak to go with this hearty wine. Though I cannot
speak to this myself (being a vegetarian), it is my solemn belief that a nice steak or other
sufficiently robust meal would make a nice companion. But I will warn you, leaven this
bottle open for a while before drinking (I'd give it about 30 minutes to an hour) so that the
wine can breathe and the flavors can manifest themselves properly. This slightly tannic
red has a plumy taste to it at first (as with most budget-range reds) though three or four
glasses in you might cease to notice. A particularly persistent wine (meaning that the
taste stays with you after you finish you sip (or gulp as the case may be)) this red is one
that I would recommend for those of you with a strong pallet and a tight budget.
And if you've got a little more cash on you may I recommend a 2000 bottle of
Chateau d'Arcins from the Bordeaux region in France. Priced around fifteen dollars at
Red Hook Wine & Spirits, it's a decent wine especially if you've got a thing for French
wine. Located in the Haut-Medoc region, which is basically the mainstay of the Bordeaux
wines, this relatively inexpensive wine, unlike many of the other wines I've tried, is still
good on its own, though if you're looking for something to eat with it try something kind of
mild so not as to overpower the fine taste of this wine.
Anyway, that about raps things up here on my front. Adolf as: uz jusu sveikata!
(sorry I couldn't get the accents to work in this program)
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Ao InterviewwithAndrewGori
Andrew Gori InterviewedHere

"I must have looked like I was having fuckin' seizures."
the rest is history, but Gori's only a third of the way through his drink. I ask him about his
Andrew Gori is admitting to me that he was the crazy kid in the comer who talked secret summer romance with Mr. Allen and Gori looks towards the window, "I like to be
to himself. He was the boy in elementary school who only stepped on the tiles, avoiding sexually ambiguous, thank you".
the cracks at all times. He was the boy who told everyone he was a girt. Gori admits this
The level of comfort has gone down in the room. I try and think of something
to me and watches as I scribble furiously, attempting to catch every word. He continues, witty to break the mood, but Gori only sips his Bombay Sapphire with tonic and lime,
admitting that "Church camp was awesome" and it was there that he learned how to talk attempting to not acknowledge my presence. I've obviously hit on a sore subject. To
to girts and "smooch and stuff" and then he stops, "Don't write that down. Don't write that make matters worse, I ask a very private Gori to empty his pockets onto the table. In
part down."
exchange I offer him my purse to rummage through.
Gori has agreed to an exclusive. A tell-all. An article that will lead to an uncenPocket contents:
sored unauthorized biography that will be picked up by ABC and turned into a movie of
1. Key chain, "Gene police: You! Out of the poolr
the week, or an after-school special. Kids, this is why you shouldn't be a film major at
2. Nokia cell phone
Bard: you could end up like Andrew Gori. You too could be a sleep-deprived shell of a
3. Bard College ID
man who trudges on to finish his one true dream, to complete the odyssey that has been
4. Key card
set before him by the film gods, to ensure world domination, to finish his senior project.
5. Wallet.
Gori has a lot to say and it comes out quickly, spastically, sometimes comically,
My purse:
like when he catches himself using the word smooch. He tries to tell me how to write the
1. Silver tablespoon
article and then decides that really, he should interview me, that probably I'm more inter2. Wallet
esting. I decline his off£lr and ask him to explain his earty forays in the art of _film.
3. 4 kinds of lip-gloss
It's the typical Hollywood story: Rich, well-known family member with a different
4. Moleskine address book
last name, or similar last name, or name that could sound the same in another language
5. Moleskine date book
gives budding filmmaker son, nephew, grand son-in-law once removed the golden ticket
6. LG cell phone
to the hills under the great white HOLLYWOOD sign. Budding filmmaker borrows some
7. Postcard from Route 66
of the family fortune or the family fortune of the next-door neighbors, makes a couple of
Gori lightens up a bit after thoroughly exploring my purse, its contents, and the
extremely low-budget movies that nobody's ever heard of, has a film picked up at phone number of my friend Betty, a 900 number operator. I ask about the key chain. It's
Sundance by the Weinstein brothers or a real independent film studio and is suddenly the a prop from the movie and is now holding the keys to his studio in Preston. The Bard
talk of the town or many towns and possibly a city or two. Filmmaker loses the term bud- College ID picture is recent, but Gori digs into his wallet to show me his original ID, almost
ding and becomes simply, Filmmaker, with no last name.
four years old. Of the picture he says, "I guess I had more of a porn start look at one time."
Or something not at all like that. As a young boy Gori created stories using his I leave it at that.
action figures, and played out the scores and sound effects while making his action figI attempt to ask about Geri's newest film, the work that has taken up the past
ures act. "Then in the eighth grade he started writing fuckin' shit." Gori tells me to write year of his life. Of it he will only say, "It's fuckin' awesome when you have long days
that after eliminating the part of the story where I write that he loves "Pulp Fiction". "That · because when they're over.. ." He trails off, still sipping on his G&T, which is now almost
makes me sound like more of an asshole than anything else you've written." He's refer- gone. I ask what he means. Gori shakes his head and tells me that it's a community
ring to his adolescent masturbatory behavior towards the movie. Gori's long lustful love- effort. He's used adults, kids, llamas and houses from around the area to complete his
affair with long-winded writing began with Tarantino and never quite ended. Over a year dream, "l'm bringing movies out of the star system." He reminds me that the showing is
and a half period in high school, Gori finished an 800-page script. This was after finish- on Saturday, at the Senior Film Festival, but that I should watch for posters or something.
ing a 400-page script. Gori's last high school script has yet to be completed, but rumors Gori shakes his head again, "I'm sorry I'm looking at your crotch, but that's my eye line."
estimate the page length to be about 2354 pages, and he's still on the first scene.
And with that he downs the last of his drink, gets up from the blue couch he's been loungA summer session focusing on film at Wesleyan introduced Gori to Jesse Allen ing on and leaves the room.
and "mounds of cute girts". Jesse Allen told Gori about Bard College. Some could say

If Only They Made Fetal Marionettes., ,
Barbara Bush is a Rogue State!
On April 25, hundreds of thousands of women and (thankfully) men, gathered at
the Capitol to show their solidarity concerning reproductive rights. I felt fortunate to have
a place among them, and took special note to appreciate the breadth of human experience present at the protest. Every time I staggered from the heat and the weight of my
cumbersome sign, I could renew myself solely by looking at any of my fellow protestors:
young women asserting their principal, personal liberty; their older counterparts marching
to ensure that future generations enjoy a bodily sanctity they lacked; and men daring to
speak out for a cause in which our gender is all
too often on the easy, irresponsible side.
This enormous swell of pro-choice
sentiment had its detractors that day, as well. In
lieu of equal numbers, however, the conspicuous anti-abortion ranks relied on the power of
revulsion. Intermittently, as I marched, I had t
endure the sight of disembodied, fetal limbs,
garish posters comparing abortion to the
Holocaust and the bombings of Hiroshima and
Dresden, and other horrifying images, in the
hands of counter-protestors, relegated to the
sidewalks of our march route. Despite their
lesser physical presence, the anti-abortion contingent, where they were not obscured, made
themselves just as powerful of a voice, and a
disturbing one, at that.
Granted, I speak on the other side of the issue,
one that "pro-lifers" likely find just as
deplorable, but a distinct difference becomes
apparent when examining the protest tactics of .
the two contending parties. "Pro-choice" activists tend to cling to ideas of Constitutional

fNoahWestonl
is akin to a mini-Christ, perishing for the "sins" of its mother, and by extension, society.
This comes across as less than revelatory to many reading, I imagine, but I find that rarely
does the left vocally deal with the fatal effect such a maneuver has on progress in the
reproductive rights struggle. Now, it is long past time to decry the gory pageantry integral
to the anti-abortion movement, and turn to talk, instead of terror.
Since spectacle has the intent of speaking in striking, yet general terms, it tends
to lose essential details, points of contention people might find less sexy or dramatic, but
=1still make a difference in the real, less the-
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atrical world. In contrast, the approach of
arguing a stance based on systematically
gathered information or legal rationale,
_________________
does not so easily elicit disgust as a decontt!;~L&U~xtualized photo of a fetus or the sense of
'••iw ' -"moral outrage derived from a "Welfare
__________
Queen" story. Nonetheless, that is a far
::w:Jmore real, far more human approach to
staking one's governmental claim.
Symbols and icons still have their
place in political action, and certainly ought
to, but when the spectacle eclipses or dramatizes the issue, then it deserves a marginal place in the realm of contention. The
March for Women's Lives serves as a fine
example of a purposeful exhibition, in that it
demonstrated the support of women's
reproductive freedom with women themselves. To be sure, I saw a number of ridicu---lous displays, like an enormous paper
mache vagina and the like, but their bearers
almost certainly meant to amuse, not intim-
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the "pro-life" movement, at least in the form visible at the March for Women's Lives, of undermining repulsion with reality, as discomforting as it can be, by arguing in favor of
makes liberal use of sickening imagery and religious condemnation. While I might point to human interests in human terms. This entails abandoning mock-Israeli defense walls, n
legal precedent as support for women's choice, an ardent anti-abortionist would just as longer lying in the streets in a state of mock-death, and leaving the puppets of a mock
readily offer fetal remains and Jesus weeping for their preempted lives as a counterpoint. George W. Bush lactating oil and blood from dollar sign-shaped nipples (it must exist) a
Those who would champion reproductive rights need to make the debate impermeable to home. When engaging in protest, liberals ought to not resort to gaudy displays of mock
such gross-out tactics, but in doing so, need to examine and change leftist tendencies significance, but sophisticated means of opposition to, or support for, a cause. Otherwise,
toward primitive spectacle.
our politics will be little but a circus sans the animals and acrobats. Let us leave that t
Emblems in the anti-abortion faction's possess an immediate emotional power which "pro- those who would rather appeal to your nausea than your informed conscience.
choice" adherents have trouble rivaling. For instance, in juxtaposing fetuses and Jesuses,
the religious right implies that not only does God frown upon abortion, but that every fetus
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The New Emporia Kerry'sCambi1stibleCoalition
Hail to the Donkey!
Senator John F. Kerry of Massachusetts is a much stronger presidential candidate going into the election of 2004 then many people are willing to appreciate. He is supported by a wide variety of groups that are generally vital toward winning presidential elections: New Leftists, feminists, pacifists, Green party activists, pro-choicers, old-fashioned
Democrats, labor, environmentalists, centrists, DLC Democrats, paleo-liberals, African
Americans, Latin Americans, and beyond. All in all, it's the kind of coalition that tends to
turn candidates from the Democratic party into presidents. But it is also the kind of coalition that can break those presidents.
The primary reason for this is that the various groups which support John Kerry
- and they range from extreme liberals to conservative centrists - support him not out of
any emotional or intellectual bond, but rather out of a well-founded and deep-seated
desire to unseat the current President, George W. Bush. An alliance against foe that
seems to threaten your very way of life can establish an incredibly strong bond. It can
make incredibly strange bedfellows, bringing stodgy inner-city bosses into common cause
with tree-hugging hippies, or can cause communists, monarchists, and New Deal
Democrats to stand at the same side of the battlements. Opposition will certainly be
Bush's primary enemy in this upcoming election. He will have to deal with the fact that a
large portion of this country views him as a direct threat to their most basic and vital interests, and will devote all of their political energies to removing him from office. This is the
kind of opposition not even the most frequently used historical analogy - that of Richard
Nixon in 1972 - had to deal with.
Yet once that bond is rendered obsolete, even the tightest of coalitions tend to
fall apart. Take the case of Lyndon Johnson in 1964. Many people believe tt:iat the reason
Lyndon B. Johnson won the presidential election of 1964 by such a resounding landslide
was that he rode on the coattails of the recently martyred President John F. Kennedy.
JFK's assassination - and Johnson's superb handling of the country following that crisis
- certainly contributed to Johnson's victory. However, the extent of Johnson's landslide
would not have been nearly as substantial had the Republican party not picked as its candidate a man for whom liberal antipathy ran almost as deep and just as wide as it does
against the current President of the United States - Senator Barry M. Goldwater of
Arizona. Because of the intense hatred and fear felt against Senator Goldwater in that
election, liberal groups that normally would have splintered off to support a variety of candidates could suddenly be seen rallying around President Johnson as if the world depended on it - for they believed it did.

Undoubtedly John Kerry's coalition in 2004 is
very similar to the one Lyndon Johnson assembled in 1964.

~

The election of 1964 is not by any means a perfect metaphorfor the situationin

l!.Jthe country forty years later. Goldwater was not the incumbent president and unlike Bush
had no real chance of winning the election. Yet the analogy is apt when it comes to the
nature of the coalition Johnson built. In 1964 many of the groups that gave Johnson his
landslide victory were left-wing organizations, the seeds of the eventual New Left political
movement. Most of these groups would have, under normal circumstances, supported
another candidate whose ideology more closely fit with their own, and then given Johnson
their token vote at the very end of the election only because, as liberals, they felt they
more or less had to pick him. It took a much-hated and much-feared figure like Goldwater
to unite them and to make them see in Johnson the emblem of all the causes they held
dear. Many were pacifists who voted for Johnson under the implicit assumption that he
would pursue a dovish course in all areas of foreign policy (this was clearly ignorant of
Johnson's handling of the Panamanian crisis in the early years of his administration); others simply wanted him to end the war in Vietnam; others believed Johnson would spearhead a great movement in domestic, social, and civil rights legislation.
As history has shown us, those who placed their faith in Johnson's domestic
promises were not let down, but those who projected their own foreign policy aspirations
onto the President found their trust misplaced. The lesson from this historical event is that
when eclectic left-wing groups unite to support a man for President not out of affection for
that man, but out of opposition to his opponent, the fact that the man they support will let
a large segment of them down once he becomes President is inevitable.
Undoubtedly John Kerry's coalition in 2004 is very similar to the one Lyndon
Johnson assembled in 1964. The question is, which segments of these liberals will Mr.
Kerry disappoint? Which ones will he satisfy? Perhaps the best way to tell is to look at his
record.
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Like Johnson forty years before him, Kerry will probably not let liberals down on
domestic issues. Bush threatens to end abortion rights in this country; Kerry will be a prochoice president. Bush advocates increasing the presence of religion in schools; Kerry will
not tolerate that. Bush's environmental policies have been disastrous; Kerry has been one
of the Senate's strongest pro-environment voices. Economically Kerry's proposals are
very Clintonian in nature; Bush's 21st Century Reaganomics will undoubtedly be abandoned. On controversial issues such as gay marriage his position, though not as strong
as that posed by many of his former rivals, is nonetheless palatable to his constituents. It
is highly doubtful that Kerry will be able to turn the 109th Congress into the whirlwind
machine of progressive social legislation that Lyndon Johnson created, but it is more than
likely that he will satisfy the liberal demand on social legislation. He is generally more liberal than Clinton was on social matters, and less so than Carter. Whatever opposition he
will run into here will be primarily from the usual right-leaning suspects.
Foreign policy, however, is a different matter. I have no doubt that Kerry, for primarily political purposes, will hold true to his pledge of lessening America's presence in
Iraq by turning authority over to multinational bodies, such as the United Nations and
NATO. It is on other issues that foreign policy liberals might find concern. For one thing,
Kerry's proposals for Latin America - such as stating that Colombia should be the next
front in the war on terror and his newfound support for Bush's policies in Haiti - are unlikely to make us any friends in that region. And while he claims to oppose Bush's belligerence on the foreign policy front, his voting record shows a support for global policing
actions such as the war in Kosovo, and even the first two Iraq bombings in 1991 and 1999
(assuming one excuses Kerry from the burden of having supported the third in 2003). On
Israel, Kerry has shown himself to similar to Bush in his views towards Israel. He championed the resolution condemning Syria, one of our most staunch Muslim allies in the war
on terror, during the early days of the War. He's also been ominously silent on the issue
of our increasingly problematic relations with Saudi Arabia. In North Korea, Kerry's rhetoric has matched that of many neo-conservatives in belligerence, and furthermore, he has
shown the unfortunate tendency of many Democrats since Kennedy to try to outflank the
Republicans in their own hawkish game when pressed too hard. He has not denounced
the doctrine of pre-emptive war as a principle, he has only denounced its current applications. All in all, there is just as much evidence from the record to suggest that Kerry has
hawkish tendencies as there was in 1964 to support similar deductions about President
Johnson.
I make these observations without any statement as to whether I feel these
stands are good, bad, or indifferent. What I am pointing out that one of the quickest ways
as a candidate to create a coalition that is destined to unravel is to build it not out of support for you, but out of hatred for the other guy. History has shown that this is so. It was
this axiom that led to Lyndon Johnson's inevitable downfall in 1968; it was this fact that
led to the conservative bolt from the Republicans that made George Bush, Sr.'s defeat so
easy in 1992. A Howard Dean or Dick Gephardt may not have been as "electable" in 2004
as John Kerry, but on the off chance that one of them did become President, they would
have undoubtedly retained the support of most of their followers. A compromise candidate
like Kerry, who exists primarily as a tool to defeat Bush rather than as a man any large
number of voters would actually like to see as President, commands the loyalty of mighty
few. Kerry may win himself a term in the White House with this ragtag coalition, but it is
this same coalition that may have also confine him to only one term.

Afterthought: Consequences of a Kerry Victory
Once Kerry gets embroiled in this myriad of foreign policy puzzles, a man of his
stubbornness will not be likely to change courses. Thus our modem JFK will become a
latter-day LBJ. The left will then reject Kerry and the muscular institutionalism he represents, upon which one of three things will happen. One is that the New Left liberals will
bolt the Democratic party and start their own Third Party, which could exist either independently or in coalition with paleo-conservatives and other kindred spirits in issues such
as foreign policy. Another possibility is that they will take over their own Democratic party
en masse and force unto Kerry a fate similar to the one the New Left forced unto Johnson
in 1968 - by making him so unwelcome, they will cause him to drop out of the election in
2008. Another possibility is that Kerry will be an astute enough politician to avoid these
problems entirely by adopting a more New Leftist approach to foreign policy than the one
he has been accustomed to during his previous career, but this, of course, would alienate
the centrist elements of the Democratic party that to a large degree spawned Kerry's current campaign in the first place. Regardless of which one of these alternatives occurs, the
end result will be a continued polarization of the American political system, in which centrists in both parties - men like John Kerry and Joe Lieberman in the Democratic camp
and Arlen Specter and John McCain in the Republican camp - will find themselves
increasingly unwelcome.
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Full Fathom Five
A Sunday in bleak, nasty November: That awful time in the fall when the Island is struck
by Nor'easters, the wind sweeping off the harbor with a fury that can make your joints feel
arthritic and sticky. The sun disappears at about four; precious hours of sunlight are overshadowed by a cloud ceiling so low you wonder if the universe is being squeezed by some
dark, suffocating hand. The house feels warm and, every light breathes yellow, and the
kitchen begins to dance under my mother's hands.
My brother is in the basement. He's watching TV.
I'm seated on the couch, flipping through my American History textbook, pretending to study. My white dog, a Bichon Frise, is curled next to my right thigh. The page
blurs, and I answer after the third repetition.
"I want you to go outside and help your father."
My mother's face is twisted in disappointment. The textbook closes with a loud
slap, and my dog groans and kicks his feet as I stand up.
If I stare and concentrate fully one a single object, that object usually fades away
and disappears, like the way brightest star in the sky vanishes from the simplest scrutiny.
I'm busy fussing with something on my shelf as my mother barges into my room.
"You better get your ass outside and help your father this minute."
My ankles feel confined by my tall work boots, and I make sure to knot the laces
triple (a pain later with cold fingers and wet hands but good to make sure they don't come
untied) and I open the storm door. Rain falls in a firm, steady drizzle. The air smells of
stuffy, rotting leaves. My father's frame looms at the far end of our small yard, raking
away at the wet remnants of summer. His back is to me. I open the back gate, wander
though the yard, tripping on odds and ends I cannot identify, and pull a rusty rake out of
the shed.
Even though I face away from my father as I hack at the leaves on the opposite
side of the yard, I can feel his glances shooting at me now and again: sometimes to check
my posture, my raking style, or simple happenstance glances to take a break from the
drab worm-covered leaves. What lurks in a father's look I won't know for some time.
My gloveless hands are starting to wrinkle in the rain. They are getting stuff and
sluggish. A dull pain takes refuge in my lower back.
We drag all the leaves off the lawn and out to the street where they make a huge
pile running the length of our property. "Bag or rake?" my father asks, handing me the
clear plastic bags (you never let your father stoop). I accept them and pull a bag from the
cardboard box.
Using the method I learned when I was six, I place both feet at the mouth of the
bag, squat down ("like a bear shitting in the woods") and reach around my back with my
right hand to grab the opening and hold it open, forming an awkward triangle between my
butt and my feet. With the free hand I start dragging and stuffing leaves into the bag. It's
a good system my father invented, because with my feet still in the opening I can walk forward as he rakes more and more leaves into the pile.
Every now and then I pause and wipe my left hand on my sweatshirt. It's covered in dirty water and worms. It's slimy and cold.
My father speaks to me under his breath:
"I wish we could have done this this morning!" He's wearing his work outfit a
day early-blue polyester pants and a blue sweatshirt that permanently smelled of sawdust, diesel fuel and sweat. Suddenly he looks very old.
"How's school?" he asks me, the rake grinding over the asphalt like metal finger~
nails over Styrofoam.
"Alright," is what I think I probably said. The football season was coming to a
close, and with the days shorter, the mornings were harder and harder to handle. The
early bus would come at 6:45 when it was still dark outside. After getting to school I'd
down two cups of coffee and crunch myself awake in the cafeteria. before school starts.
In chemistry class I'd sit staring out the window at the bitter afternoon rain. During practice we'd spend hours hammering one another into the mud. In the cold everything hurts:
a finger caught between two helmets; a cleat scraping down your bare shin and crushing
your ankle; a shoulder pad ripping into your unprotected ribcage. By the end of the season your frail body is busted and broken: nerve damage in your knees, two fractured fingers, a calcium buildup on the outside of your ankle, dual abrasions on your forearm (that,
staying wet and fresh the entire season, collect fibers from your long sleeves that you
need to pick out with tweezers in the shower). The work piles up-tests start slipping,
teachers get pissed, teachers call administrators, administrators call home, home talks to
you-Dad being disappointed, Mom being livid, Grandma being the listener, Brother being
in front of the TV {always willing to share in nepenthematic laughter). Weekly meetings
with balding guidance counselor ("you're not working up to potential"), coach wants to see
you after practice ("Fuck potential. The only thing that matters is what you do and do not
do."), uncomfortable Saturday nights spent in front of friend's TV, blurry screen, ice on
injuries, lazily offering explanations of why such and such a team beat such and such a
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school and what effect that such and such will have on the general such and such of the
season. Long nights spent in books, not their books-my books-calculus is scribbled
sitting on the shitter in between classes, doing only odd questions ("I understand it, I don't
need to do ALL of the questions") and the lazy teacher response ("You need to take this
class more serious"). Calling up Betsy and Lauren (substitute names of girls you no
longer remember) trying to tall<it out, trying to pretend like you don't understand the math
homework ("can you explain it one more time?"). No-they're all wrong.
The mustached doctor who told me my mom had cancer didn't start my problems, not was it the means to the end. It was an insult: a stubborn middle finger shot up
at a red Corvette for not signaling before changing lanes.
Sloppy leaves are squishing between my fingers, and a cocktail of rain and
sweat drips from my left eyebrow. Dad is rakir,g away-we've filled six bags and there
will be six more.
The storm door opens and closes, the creaking of the joint hissing strange over
the wind. I can hear my brother's work boots staccato against the scream of the rake. My
brother is eleven years old. He doesn't know.
Yet.
Without a word of complaint he came outside. I doubt my mother even told him
to come out here in the cold. I admire my brother-it's always the second son who ends
up toughest, the latent cruelly of the eldest son always falls on the new arrival's shoulders. A little brother is always the ace in the holeTM.
My brother starts packing the leaf bags on his back, taking them and walking
down to the comer where they'll be picked up by one of Dad's buddies at the highway
department. When the bags sit in the rain small puddles develop in the wrinkled plastic,
and when you swing them over your shoulder a long river of frozen water will run down
your collar and over your bare back. As my brother returns for a second bag I notice his
collar is already soaked.
"You alright?" I ask him. He nods his head, lifts a second bag, and heads back
to the comer.
"As I hastily stuff wet leaves in between my legs my father speaks: "He's a good
kid."
Tears are streaming down my face. I'm lucky it's raining.
•
The headlights of a car driving down the street reflect off of the wet pavement,
illuminating our faces in the pale yellow light. I can hear the windshield wipers chugging
back and forth as well as the rubber tires turning over the sodden pavement with a sound
like ripping wrapping paper.
I catch my brother's eye. "What do you want to do for your birthday?" I ask.
My dad stops to watch us talk to one another, his raking slows so he can hear
over the scraping teeth. My brother doesn't know what he wants to do. Maybe indoor
rock climbing, or maybe we can catch an Islander game.
"Dad," I ask, "Do you think Mr. Miatta can get us tickets?"
"Maybe," my father chokes, turning his back to us. "Come on, let's get this
done."
We work in silence a little while longer. My brother dragging all of the finished
leaf bags down to the comer, my dad picking up the broom to brush the rest of the clumpy,
decomposingleaves down the stormdrain. As I gather the tools to lock them in the shed
I steal a glance first at the front door, where I see my dog's black eyes staring out at the
three of us, and then through the kitchen window. I see my mother standing at the counter, staring down into the sink, steam rising in front of her face, long dyed black hair draping over her eyes. I can still imagine her delicate, bony fingers gripping the wooden
spoon, mixing marinara over the pasta she used to server every Sunday night.
My father's arm appears on my shoulder. It doesn't startle me.
"Thanks," he murmurs, hugging me awkward from behind.
My stomach sinks. Tomorrow I'll be back in school.
These nights are cold-the days are long.

1. My father would never, ever leave the raking of the leaves to the evening. In all of my
years living with him I don't remember us raking at night. He was methodical and organized. We had the most beautiful lawn on the block. That day he took my mother to the
hospital for some tests. She was diagnosed with cancer.
2. I was always wary of my behavior when my brother is watching me. I could always
spot his imitations of me and my father outright, and when they don't make me angry or
resentful, I recognize the power of a model. I think as a result of this sensitivity my brother and I have a strange relationship-we were always very quiet around one another. Part
of me knows and part of me wonders whether or not he knows how attached to him I've
become. I hope he knows that.
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